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Religi6n aDd the Ner Scienee

Lister Sineleir
Irm Lister Sinclair and this is ldeas. Welcome to
the first of thfee programs on Religion and the
New Science. The origins of contemporary
science lie in those years of the 16th and 17th
centuries which we now call the seientifie
fevolution. Seienee then was called natural
philosophy and it was praeticed by men who for the
most part were devout, if unorthodox, Christians.
The astronomer Johannes Keoler described
himself as t'the priest of God in the temple of
nature," and lsaae Newton believed himself to b€
in the line of the mystic philosophers of antiquity.
But the new natufal philosophy, despite the
religious faith of its founders, pictufed the
universe as a greet maehine to which God was
wholly external. It was therefore not surprising
that little more than a eentury after the
publication of Newtonrs Prineipia, the man
sometimes cslled the Freneh Newton, Marquis de
Laplaee, could make his famous remark to
Napoleon that God was a hypothesis of which he
had no need. Many individual scientists continued
to practice their scienee in the spirit of their
religious faith, but scienee, phil,osphy and religion,
as systems of knowledge, increasingly went their
separate ways. Then came the scientific
revolutions of the 20th eenturv. The hard atoms of
whieh Newton had believed his world to be
composed disintegrated into a bewildering variety
of subatomie particles and physicists became
aware that they could not observe this strange,
new subatomie realm without at the same time
changing it. Objectivity beeame problematic as
consciousness began to seep in at the very
foundations of physies. _"Sdq!ge," as Owel -

-Barfield once write. "was oiGtrf orled-6acx-into+-.pnrrosopny." rt's the celatlons oI selence,
philosophy and religion which form the subject of
this series. Next week, the question is whether we
are witnessing the emergence of a new natural
philosophy in the works of scientists like Nobel
Iaureate llya Prigogine and theoretical physieist
David Bohm. The f inal program, two weeks from
tonight, will focus on the philosophical and
theological implications of this changed science.
Tonightrs program will eventua,[y take you back to
the early years of the l?th eentury, when Rene
Descartes first formulated what was then ealled
the mechanical philosophy. But it begins with the
work of one of the contemporary scientists who
are tfansforming our eoneeption of nature,

Religion and the New Science is written and
presented by David Cayley,

David Ceyley
ln 1g?9, British scientist James Loveloek
published a book called Gaia, A New Look At Life
On Earth. Taking his title from the name of the
Greek goddess who onee personified the earth,
Lovelock ar€led that our planet eonstitutes a
single, selfregulating system whieh is maintained
by and for life, that the earth, in other words, is a
single, living being. He had arrived at his theory as
a result of work he had done during the 1960s for
NASA, the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration in the United States. Asked to
help devise experiments which could potentially
deteet life on Mars, he and eolleague Dian
Hiteheoek approaehed the problem by tfying to
understand how life on our planet would
communieate its presenee to observers elsewhere.
And so he imagined a telescope tr&ined on the
earth.

James Lovelod(
When we looked baek, we found an atmosphere
that was wildly anomalous, a stra.nge, wonderful
and beautiful anomaly that sort of shouted a song
of life right aeros:s the solar system, right out into
the galaxy. If somebody says well, what do you
mean by this, what anoma.Lies, well, just eonsider
two of the gases oxygen and methane. Oxygen's
present at 2L%, methaners present at I 1/2 parts
per million a mere trace, you may think, But their
coexistenee at a steady state in an atmosphere
represents an anomaly measured in hundreds of
orders of magnitude as far as its disequilibrium
goes. You see, for methane and oxygen to coexist
in an atmosphere on a planet, at that steady state,
means that something must be making the
methane and something must be making the
oxygen, beeause they feact together and tiey use
each other up. And knowing the voiume of the
earthrs atmosphere and the rate of reaction, which
you can caleulate from the intensity of sunLight in
the earthrs atmosphere, b€cause itrs that which
eauses them to reaet, you can calculate that the
"something" must be introducing no less than 1,000
million tons of methane every year into the
atmosphere, and something must qlso be
introducing something like 4,000 miUion tons of
oxygen every year into the atmosphere to aecount
for the losses from the reaetion of these two
substanees. And there just aren't any nonliving
processes that can do that in an atmosphere such
as the earth, so the answef must be that there's
life. You see, to keep those unstable gases at a
perfect steady state requires a Iot of



org[nizotion. [Jut rnueh rno.(] relnarkablc than
this, how on earth could an atmostDhere that was a
bit Iike the gases that go into the intake manifold
of an intefnal eombustion engine be just fight for
Iife? This is even more extraordinary, and of
course that's what made me think well. mavbe
we're looking at it the wrong way round. it"
atmosphere isnrt a.n environment for Iife. it's
something that life has made as an environment
for itseif. It's something it has chosen and
deliberately keeps going beeause it likes it that
way, And that, of eouffie was the Gaia hypothesis
and thatis how it started.

David Cayley
Aceording to the caia hypothesis, the pLants and
animals of earth cooperate in the creation of a
suitable environment for themselves. But it is
only when we ask how they do this that the
fevolutionary implications of Lovelock's theory
become clear. How, for example, do the
microorganisms which produce the methane, or
the pl,ants which transpire the oxygen know how
mueh to produce? The answer can only be that the
pfocess is somehow coordinated, that the orygen
producers and t}re methane producem are linked by
some kind of primary process which displays both
foresight and purpose. Nafure as a whole
therefore appears as a single living organism, able
to eoofdinate the activities of its constituent
Drocess€s and in so doing, it displays what we can
only epll intelligence. I intend to explore
scientific ideas like those of Jim Lovelock in more
depth in next week's pr€ram. I mention him at
the outset because his work illustrates the
emergenee within science of a new image of
nature, or better, the reemergenee of an old
image, of a world alive with mesning and purpose.
Indeed, for Lovelock to have named his theorv
after an ancient goddess of nature seems to ,n;
somethirg more than just a literary flourish, for
what else were gods if not the ways in whieh
human beings spoke of the eharacteristics of thelarger systems within which they found
thems€Ives embedded, systems whieh they
experienced as alive and fesponsive, if not alwayi
benign. Religion was the experience of meaning,
direction and purpos€ in a cosmos which had ndi
yet been broken into two separate orders - the
eonscious order of mind and the unconscious order
of nature. This division in reality was to take
place in the natural philosophy of the l?th
century, which forms the main focus of tonight's
prqJram. Before that time, theology was wedded

to the scicnce of Aristotle, and it is historian
Motris Berman's view that Aristotle's science still
retained elements of the primitive or magical
worid view in whieh everything was alive.

Mords Berman
A lot of Aristotelian conceDts rea]Iv are
derivative from the magieal world viei, for
example, the eentfal Aristotelien notion that
everything has its natural place and natural
motion If an object is dropped, the feason that it
falls to the ground is that itrs trying to reach the
eentre of the eart5, whieh is its home. Now, for
that to be true, the objeet has to have a mind.
Thet is to say, the central principal of Aristotelian
philosophy was the telos or the goal, henee it's a
teol€ical philosophy. Things are going to the
place that they belong. Well, for the objeet to
know that it belongs home and t}at its purpose is
to go home, in some sense it has to be sentient. It
has to understand. In that sense, it is continuous
with magie. It's just that there's a question of
whether this is a Uved experience, as I believe, for
example, alchemists and astrologers wer€ in, oc
whether itrs s dogmatic type of eateehism whieh
describes most of the clergy, for example, in the
middle ages, and for whom all of this stuff is a
fOrmttla.

Ilavid Cayley
Aristotlers understanding of the eosmos was
modelled on the processes of life. If cosmology
essenually reduces to the question 'What is the
world really like?r, then foc the medieval world, it
was Uke a living being. Angels guided the
movemenb of the celestial spheres and Iiving
forms or souls infused the things of the earth with
meaning and purpose. The soul, tien, referred not
to some nebuloG spiritual essenee, but to the
sctual form of the body. Dr. Rupert Sheldrake is a
British gl,ant ptrysiologist and the author of A New
Seience of Life. He believes that the divoree
between science and religion was at least partly a
eonsequenee of the givirg up of this idea of the
souL

Bpert Shelfialce
The incompatibility between science and religion
arose I think in the 17th century by this extreme
dualistic split between the realms of spirit and the
realms of matter, repl,acing the three-fold division
that existed before in terms of body, soul and
spirit. What was euminetd in the 17th centrry
was the level of soul. Souls were thought of as
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invisible organizing prineiples. They were the
form of the body, as Plato said, and Aristotle
thought that aU species, animals and plants, had
the souls which gave them theb form and their
instincts and their behaviour, and in human beings
there was the rational soul as well, which was that
concerned with reason and intellect.

David Cayley
The process by which Aristotelian natural
philosophy was replaeed by meehanistie seience
took place gradually, Its Landmarks were the
revolution in celestial meehanics brought about by
Copernieus, Kepler and Newton, the new
experimental physics of GaIiIeo and the philosophy
of Rene Descartes. Part of the impetus for this
new science grew direetly out of the inedequacies
of the Aristotelian system, whieh by the time of
the Renaissanee had hardened into an inflexible
orthodoxy. But the new scienee was also a
response to the soeial ehaos which followed on the
disintegration of the medieval world system. For
more than a eentury after Martin Lut}rer
challenged the church at Wittenberg in 151?,
Europe was wracked by religious wars, and
aecording to historian of seience Stephen Toulmin,
this endless killing over matters of religious belief
eventuelly ereated a powerful ineentive for
philosophers to try and find some alternative basis
for social eons€nsus.

Stephen Toulmin
As I understand the guality of the Ufe in much
certainly of northern and western Europe in the
first hall of the l?th century, tiving theie at that
time wes a bit iike living in Lebanon today. Ideas
had eonsequenees. If you were perceived as h&ving
the wrong ideas, there was always somebody at
hand who was ready to burn your house down and
cut your throat because you didn't have the ideas
that he agreed with. Intellectual dissension at
that stage was a housSurnirg matter, it was a
throat-eutting matter, The religious wars got to
the point, both in France and in Germany even
more with the 30 Years l{ar, they got to the point
at whieh it was an extremely disagreeable plaee to
be, and therefore the question! how ean we
arbitrate between these different ways in whieh
people think and talk about the world? Things
eame to the point at whieh that beeame not just an
intellectually pressing but a social indispensible
question.

David Cayley
Science was eertainly a response to the divided

and uneertain situation of a world in effeet
between cosmologies. But this is not a complete
explanation by any means. The new natural
philosophy of the 1?th eentury also foilowed on the
heels of the remarkable development of
technology which had been occurring in Europe
from the late middle ages onward. Today, we are
apt to think of teehnology as somehow being a
pfoduct of science, but historian Morris Berman
argues that at the beginnings of science, the
equation fan the other way.

Uc?iE Bermar
It was teehnology whieh largely raised the
question of what was going on in nature itself. The
rise of things Iike mining teehnology and textile
technology and steam teehology and all these
types of things plants the suggestion that nature is
inherently mechanical, that basieally the reason
that all of this maehinery is now proiiferating in
the environment is beeause nature is mechanieal,
and if itts harnessed in that way you're addressing
it corpeetly. Francis Bacon says nature in order to
be commended must be obeyed. Well, obeyed
means understanding that itrs meehanicel.
understanding how that mechanies unrolls and how
it works, and then manipulating according to those
rules and limits. So this is one way in whieh I would
think therers a heavy infiuence from technology to
sclence.

David Cayfqt
The originality of men like Francis Bacon or Rene
Descartes wss not that they made up a new
philosophy of nature out of their heads, but that
they realized the philosophieal implieations of
what wes already displayed before them in the new
technology. The distinction can be made clearer
by an example whieh Morris Berman gives in his
book The Reenchantment of the World. When
Galileors views got him in trouble with the church,
he urged the members of the college of cardinals
to aetually Iook through his new telescope and
observe the moons of Jupiter for themselves.

\ They refused, and usually their refusal is
attributed to simple stubbornness and
opinionation. But in the context of the times, says
Berman, the use of a device crafted by artisans to
settle a scientific, let alone a theological
controversy, represented an incomprehensible
scrambling of eategories. For the cardinals,
reason alone eould set e sueh a question. The
genius of Galileo, or Baeon, or Deseartes, then,
was in seeing teehnology as a way of knowing the



worid, a way with radicel phiiosophical
implications. Professor Albert Shalom of
McMaster University has argued along similar
Iines by suggesting that Descartes introduced the
radicai division between mind and matter which
has literally dominated phiiosophy ever since,
beeause the progress of the science of mechanics
required such a distinction. The old Aristotelian
idea that forms intelligible to humsn reason were
present within ms.tter had simply beeome a
stumbling block to the teehniea.l and eoneeptual
manipulation of nature.

Albert Shelom
The importanee of Deseartes, as far as I see, is
that he's the first to have realized the
philosophical implications of the new mechanism.
That in fsct the theory of matter that is required
by the new mechanism is a theory which demands
no substantial forms, whieh is pure matter, whieh
has loeal motion - doesn't have all sorts of
mysterious motions having to do with qualities,
having to do with inner changes which have to do
with the ehanging forms within the matter, and so
on end so forth. Metter had to be something pure,
sornething simple, something absolutely
measurable. lt was extension and that was
essentially its property. He says in Le Monde that
the whole essence of matter is extension. that is to
say spatiality, and its operation is essentiallv
motion. That's all. Well the effect of this. oi
course, if you consider the background to it, is to
say that before we had a matter whieh was
eomposed of matter and form which therefore
al.lowed us to understand things by means of a
ppocess of abstraction of forms, and now this
vanishes at one fell swoop, so to speak. It just
goes, and what's left is a mind which seems to have
no direct eontaet with mateci&l reality. It cannot,
beeause there are no forms there. It is faced with
a. pur-e extended material rea-lity and it itsef
therefore beeomes defined as some kind of oure
intelleetual aetivity facing a pure extended
matter. That's rea.lly, in a very sum mary form, the
constitution of the body-mind problem in its
modern form.

David Cayley
Professor Shalom's argument thcows an
interesting light on Descartes famous nCosito.
ergo sum'r - oI think, therefore I am.'r It sugB-ests
that the philosopher's decision to deriv his
existence from his thinking acfually came from
the new eoneeption of mstter, whith bft mind
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isoiated from nature. And this new conceDtion of
matter was dictated above all by the requiiement-s
of the new seience.

Albert Shalom
The reel starting point is the eharged coneeption
of matter. And it's not an accident that Descartes
was first Lnd foremost a physieist, a chemist, s
physiologist and a biologist a.nd so on. These were
his rea.l interests. Now, the point about that is
that if you start off with that kind of work - and
his original work is what we would call today
mathematical physics - if you start off with that,
and you say that my requirements are that of a
material reality which is pure extension, and this
pure extension is of sueh a nature that there is no
room for mind being present in it, then I have the
problem of where to situate mind, how to conceive
of it and how to understand its relationship to this
matter which is now eonceived as dense substanee
out there which has nothing mental about it. And
that's th€ reason for the doubt. The doubt is real
beeause if my mind is of such a nature th&t it has
nothing to do ontologieaUy, as a reality, nothing to
do with physical reality, then I immediately have
the problem of how is it involved with physical
reality in terms of my ectua.l existenee as a
psychaphysical srbjeet and in terms of my
knowle@e of the world around me, And that is
what aceounts for the successive stages in
Deseartest philosophical thinking.

Ilavid Cayley
When Descartes divided the world into the "out
thererr of pure matter and the 'rin hererr of pure
mind, he was foreed to ask himself whether there
was any guamntee that his ideas about tire
external world were, as he says, elear and distinet.
His answer was that God. as a perfeet being, would
not deceive him. And thus the idea of God was
built into the very foundation of his system of
philosophy. In fact, the new natural philosophy in
general owed a good dea.l to the Judao-.Christian
eonception of God and his relatiorship to the
world. Phillip Hefner is a professor at the
Lutheran School of Theology in Chicago.

Philip Eefner
The notion of the ereator is really one that has to
be considered because basie to this Judaeo-
Christian tradition, and here Jews and Christians
hold a.Imost identical beliefs, is the idea that the
creation is first of all out of nothing - that mean,
ifs solely the instrumentality of God - and



furtherrnore it is the eesult of a free deeision of
the ereator. It didn't just ooze into existence in
the way that some other myths talked about it. As
a consequence, when you're studying nature,
you're studying something that is the product of
somebody elsers intention, namely Cod's, whieh
gives a lot of assurance that it's eonsistent, that
it's harmonious, that tlere is a meaning or a plan
somewhere to be unlocked, if you can just
approaeh it vigorously enough and with enough
intelligenee. And of eourse when you stop to think
about it, if you took that consistency out of
nature, if you took away the idea that there is a
meaning embedded in nature, the scientists
probably wouldn't be in business,

David Cayley
This belief in the goodness of ereation underlies
one of the great leaps taken by the new natural
philosophy. For Greel< seienee, only the heavens
displayed the perfection and regularity of
geometrieal form. The earth was corrupt and
imperfeet, and therefore not amenable to
mathematica.l description. And this view was also
esrried over into medieval eosmology. But the
new natural seience, as Ilya Prigogine has
obsefved, brought heaven to earth by its
eonviction that all nature must speak the language
of mathematics, And this convietion would have
been unthinkable without the idea that creation
obeys the rational laws established by the creator.
Historian of seience ?revor Levere of the
University of Toronto cites as a case in point the
views of the 17th century natural phi-lsopher
Robert Boyle, who is often deseribed as the father
of modern chemistry.

Trevor Lcvere
One of Boyle's most heartfelt texts, I think, was
his Christian Virtuoso, in which he explained that
because God created the world and gave us our
reason, the most virtuous religious activity that
one eould perform praetically was to go into the
Iaboratory and learn about the world. And when
one got to heaven, one would find improved
Iaboratory facilities because since this is a
virtuous activity, it must exist in heaven. One
would have perfect sight and perfect instruments.
One would not have any problems of translation
with foreign texts, seience would really get to be
an immediate activity. But seeing the way Godrs
world worked was for Boyle one of the
f undamental Christian activities.

David Ceyley
The new seience also had a more aetive, less
contemplative side, wheh is exemplified in the
writings of both Bacon and Descartes. Descartesr
for example, says that by exchanging a specui,ative
for a praetical philosophy, we may make ourselves
the mastefs and possesors of nature. Bacon, in the
New Seienee, writes of a ehaste and lawful
marriage between mind and nature which will lead
nature to you with all of her children and bind her
to your serviee and meke her your slave. These
views and tle ways in whieh they were expressed
were certainly something new. And yet, according
to Trevor Levere, they also had a basis in Christian
tradition.

llevor levere
I think the notion that seienee can be virtuous as
an aetivity within a religious order is very elearly
a part of the Christian tradition. And certainly if
you look at the Pilgrim fathers and the rise of the
United States, therers no question that applying
knowledge successfully is seen as virtuous, and one
of the measures is material zueeess. So that
applying teehnolog-v, applying seienee and
profiting from that applieation is in some ways e
sign of grace. Therers a marvellously entertaining
essay by Lynn lYhite, "The Viftuousness Of
Teehnology,'t in whieh he explores the way in
which within - I forget whieh order it is of friars -
- teehnology became virtuous and important and
identified with the eardinal virtues and even
eonfused with the Virgin Mary for its own sake.
Big teehnology, mo<lern teehnology a'llied to
seience, elocks - the latest in sophistie&ted
technology was in cloekwork - but mills and all
kinds of power engines, these were beautiful and
virtuous and important and used iconog:raphically
as symbols of g?ace in the illuminations of the
manuseripts from the late 12th or early 13th

-. -century through into the late 16th century. So
that the notion that science and religion were at
odds r,'/ith one anothef in the established chureh,
and then when the established ehurch crumbled

r and society crumbied, scienee just rose, one

, decent phoenix eoming up from one gleat mess, I
I find almost incredible.
t------
David Cayley
The new scienee not only bore the marks of
religious tradition, it also showed similarities to
the several varieties of Pfotestantism whieh
emerged out of the Reformation. Shortly after,
Britaints first scientific society, the Royal

I



Soeiety, was founded in 1642, one of its first Leibnitz and Clark that a theological justification
members, IhomalSpratt, himself an Angiican, . 

..-
eeled.-lhe similarity betw ci€ty and
the Christian ehureh. "Bothr', Spratt observcd,
I'may Lay equal claim to the word reformation, the
one having encompassed it in religion, the other
purposing it in philosophy". Nevertheless, the new
seienee did ereate certain religious controversies.
Understanding the world in terms of mechanieel
prineiples inevitably raised the question of God's
role in the system. Dpicd was the debate
between Leibnitz and one of Newtonrs supporterq
Samuel Clarke.

Trevor l*ver',e
The Leibnitz-Clarke correspondenee is a
eorrespondence between Leibnitz and one of
Newton's supporters, and Newton is, although not
advertised, more or less holding the pen for Clarke
to make sure he gets things right. Ttre
correspondence begins with Leibnitz ao mpl,aining
tc a member of the royal family that natural
reiigion seerns to deeay very much these days in
England, and t}le reason for it is lsaac Newton's
philosophy. And then they indulge in a series of
letters interrupted by Leibnitz's death. They
lueren't getting enywhere, but they would have
gone on corresponding indefinitely, I think - A
series of ietters that examines th theological
inpl.ieetions of their respective systems. For
Leibnitz, what is beautiful about the worid, what
makes it imaginatively satisfying, what makes it
possible for him to combine religious faith and
scientific belief is precisely tiat it works so
beautifully and that God has got it right. And he
compl,ains that Newton's world has some
uncertainties built into it thst suggest that God is
a bungler. Newton looks at Leibnitz's world and
suys look, God winds the thing up, sets it moving
and goes away and has a holiday. That's no God at
e1]. God is God if he is immediately and constanUy
controlling everything everywhere, and yourre
taking him out of the world and letting it go on its
own. Both of them see the otherts approach as
soulless, destructive of religion. Both of them seetheir own world, with its seientifie and
philosophieal foundation, as theologically
sastisfying, convincing and tolerable in an
e.'notional as well as a logiea-l sense. Imaginative
preferenees, emotional preferences can still be
combined with almost any logical viewpoint.

David Cayley
Trevor Levere concludes from the debate between

can be constructed for almost any scientific
system. But this implies that religious knowiedge
is something quite different Irom seientiflc
knowiedge, an idea whieh would have seemed
strange to Plato and stranger still to the
philosophieal traditions of th€ Ea.st, for which no
sueh distinction exists even tcxlav. The reason whv
such a clear distinetion came to be made in Europl
has to do with the nature of the religions which
originated in the Middle East: Judaism,
Christianity and Lslam. All are religions of the
word in whieh truth is something given through
revelation, a faet which has profound relevanee
for the theory of knowledge whieh develops in the
societies whieh adopt these religions. Ravi
Ravindra is a professor of physics and religion at
Dalhousie University.

f,avi Bavin&a
Truth is revealed by God, end there is no question
of knowing what the truth is, that is already
shown, it|s already revealed, itrs given. The
question theolotficaly for them really more is
whethep one can bend one's will enough to fcllow
the commanCments. Really, the centraf
theologieal question in these religions is not a
question of knowledge, it's really a question of
will. By contrast, if you look at for example the
Hindu-Buddhist-Taoist point of view, there the
question is not of wiII, it is of knowledge. But of
course one should realize itrs a vepy speeia.l kind of
knowledge one is talking about, not the kind of
knowledge which is sort of detached from oneseU,
which is out there, and in that sense objective, but
itrs a knowledge whieh is gained in fact realty by
p&rucipation and therefore very much depen<ls on
the Ievel of being of the person who has the
knowledge. For example, if the Buddha sees
something, and I am seeing the same thing, if you
Iike, then what he sees 8.bout this person, or about
an animal, or about a tree or a star. is different
from what I see because of his level of beine,

David Cayley
There are two different and distinet points in what
Dr. Ravindra says here. The first concerns a
division between knowing and being which is
_entailed in the very idea of objective knowledge.
In classical science, one eould know, without
necesserily being ehenged by that knowledge, and
what one knew would not in any way be affeeted by
oners stqte of being. Dr. Ravindra cites the case of
Isaac Ner.rton, universal.ly aeknowledged as one of
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the greatest of scientists, but personally rather
mean and vindictive. The second point coneerns
the implieations for our theory of knowledge, of
the faet that truth is, so to speak, given in advanee
by revelation. This in effect eonstitutes a
limitation on science, since at least part of what
scienee sets out to diseover about the nature of
things is by definition already known. It therefore
became necessary during the 17th century for
scienee and religion to create a kind of truce. This
involved dividing knowle@e into two
fundamentally different kinds. The result was the
theory of the two books - the Book of Revelation
and the Book of Nature - both written by God, by
each needing to be approaehed separately and by
quite different methods. The theory is found in
epigrammatic form in the writings of Galileo.

Ravi Bavindra
He was very fond of quoting something, which I
find very amusing, that the Bible teaches us how to
go to heaven, but not how the heavens go. This is
actually not his original, but he was quoting
somebody else. But in any case, it actually makes
a fundamental point nevertheless, that he, among
other scientists, was anxious to earve out an area
of investigation by the methods of natural
scienees whieh will be independent of any
theologieal of religious or clerical or
eeclesiastiea.l control That is really an inportant
point in the rise of the modern sciences frcm the
16th and 17th eentury. But what actually
happened along with it is that in order to win the
separate area of inquiry by, strictly speaking,
natural seientifie means, two major restrictions
were imposed on this. One is really a restriction
whieh I think would heve been aeeeptable to
everybody in the western world, but eertainly
iooking at it from the Indian point of view, it is a
restriction which is that truth ultimately
something that is a matter of revelation from God,
who is external. Now, the scientists by and Iarge
don't feel easy with this at all, but they were
willing enough to allow that area of ultimate tfuth
or ultimate eoneerns to be the area of revelation.
So that they wiII eoneern themselves only with the
physieal universe. Now, the seeond part, whieh is
really specifically the seientifie par! is a
restriction on knowledge such that this knowle@e
is no longer tranformative knowledge, that what
one knows does not change me but remains
separated from me.

Stephen Tofmin
The middle part of the 17th century was a period

not of inteueetual eonstruetion, but of
intelleetual reeonstruction. What peopie had to do
was to develop a way of seeing the world, and of
seeing the human situation in that world which put
order back into the world, the order whieh had
gradually fallen apart in the last years of the 16th
eentury and the early years of the 1?th century,

David Caytey
What put the order back, in part, was the work of
Isaac Newton. Newtonrs physies provided a
eomplete and satisfying system, whose basie
prineiples eventually beeame virtually synonmous
with scienee itself. And aceording to Stephen
Toulmin, Newtonrs system had a eosmological
dimension as weIL

St€ptr€lr Tdrlmin
The Newtonian way of looking at the world
beeame a way of looking at the relationship of
humsn beings in soeiety tothat world. Itbeeame a
way of looking at the reletionship of God to the
world. That is to ssy, the physics beeame the
erystallizing point around which the whole of the
rest of the bourgeois world order took shape. So
that in due course, the old Aristotelian cosmology,
the old picture of the world as a system of
organisms of different degrees of complexity
became replaced by t}tis alternative Newtonian
eosmology, which had the same power to give
structure to people's thought in a way that made
for them some kind of sense of how the different
sspects of the world meshed together, but one
which was based on mechanieal rather than any
kind of organie prineiples.

David Cayley
The Newtonian eosmology did not repl,aee the
Aristotelian without a struggle, and in fact, by the
time Newtonianism ultimately triumphed, its
main competitor was not Aristoue at all, but what
was called the hermetic philosophy, whose best
known expression was alchemy. The hermetie
view of matter wss of something capable of
internal transformations and therefore living. The
mechanical philosophy had eommon roots ulith
hermetieism and shared with it the great ambition
to transform nature. But by the 1?th eentury, the
new seience was inereasingly at war with the
magical and pantheistie elements in hermeticism.
Newton, interestingly enough, had a foot in both
camps. Indeed, he wrote more words in alehemy
than he did in mathematical physies, aetiveiy
oerformed alchemieal exDeriments and was



convinced that his famous inverse square law of
gravitation had been known to the see|s of
antiquity. But he concealed this side of his work
from the pubiie, and his published works were all
within the Cartesian terms of matter acted uoon
by externa.l meehanica-l foees. Newton's actj of
seif-eensorship reveal just how political an issue
cosmology was in the lTth century. For example,
during the English civil war of the 1640s. 

-the

religious sects which opposed the estabushed
order were very mueh rooted in the occu.lt
philosophy, which saw matter as penetrated by
dialeetical forees.

Stephen Toufmin
The sectarians of the Cromwellian commonwealth
the Shakers, the Ranters, the Levellerc, even the
Quekers in the early years these s€ctarians wer€
given to unorthodox systems of natural philosophv.
For instanee, one of the fundamental axiomi 6f
17th century natural philosophy was the idea that
basieaUy, everything that is truly made of matteris essentially inert. What happens happens
because forces aet on it. That is to say, the image
is that of material particles whieh ean only moie
where theyrre pushed, and therefore the
cosmological question becomes where did the oush t
come from. Descartes is elear enough that 

-God 
\

conferred at the creation a given luantity of Y

motion on the universe and that ever sinee the
ereation, everything that has happened in the
physical world has only happened because this
motion has been redistributed among the material
particles, whieh, being basieally iner! are
ineapable of being spontaneous sourees of aetion
on their own account. Now, whatrs interesting is
that when the sectarians, when these unruly
outsideps, these people who had no real
commitment to Iaw and order I mean. thev were
all very much '60s people when they staft fliinking
about nature, they all come up with ideas like well,
why shouldn't we think of every partiele in the
universe as being a centre of ageney. Why
shouldnrt we think not that material bartieles onlv
go where they're pushed, why shouldnrt we thini
that every particle in the universe does its own
thing? This was politicauy uneeeeptable. This
was politieally unacceptabie. Law and order
required that people should know their olaees and
do whet they were expected to do, and- go wher€
they-were m.etaphorieally pushed. The reason why
the. Ne,wtonian system had sueh charm for people
in the 1660s and and through into the lgth elntury
was, I think, that it gave an aeeount of nature oir

which one could model a justification for a fixed
soeial order.

Davi<l Cayley
Newtonian science could explain the motions of
the planets and prediet the past and future states
of simple meehanical systems, but it eould not
account for spontaneity within nature or the
human experience of irreversible charge. Thus,
when it was generalized into a system of universal
laws, says Nobel laureate trya Prigogine, the result
was a split between scienee and the humanities
that has lasted to this day.

nya Pdgogine
The question was, if Newtonian seienee eould be
applied to the entirety of our thinking and that
was, of eourse, the ambition of many people, to tryto found an eeonomies ba.sed on Newtonian
science, tc have a sociology which would imitate
Newtonian scienee. And there, of eolrse, I feel
some reservation because Newtonian seience was
presenting the world as a kind of giant clockwork.
The laws were tim€ reversible, there was no
differenee between past and future. The Iaws
were deterministic, once you know the present
state, you could predict as well the past as well as
the futufe. AII this is in a sense in direct confliet
with our vision of human activities, Therefore in a
sense thepe is this harsh choiee to make between
the Newtonian seience and what we felt was to
some extent human reality.

David Ceylery
This "harsh choice'r between seience and humanltv
was just one of a series of binds which resulteb
from the Cartesian cut between mind and nature.
Science, as Prigogine has wfitten, became the
prophetic announcement of world seen ffom a
divine point of view. Ti;e scientist stood outside
nature, Iooking in, his knowledge, in effect,
guafanteed by God. But eventually, he had to ask
himself how he aetually knew what he knew. The
guestion occurred first to the great 18th century
German philosophy, Immanuel Kant.

St€phen Toulmin
One has to remember that Kant's first major book
was a book of physieal cosmology. He thought that
by simply taking Newton's laws of motion and
gravitation and imagining that the universe had
sl^rted as a randomly distributed conglomeration
of material particles, he eould demonstrate that it
had to end up the way it is, with suns end planets



and nebulae and exploding sta6, and aU the rest.
And in his "Universal Natural History and Theory
of the Heavens," he gives entirely out of his head,
on the basis of Newtonian physies, an aeeount of
how the universe had to develop aecording to good
Newtonian principies, whieh is amazingiy
perceptive in the hypotheses that he comes up
with, some of whieh have rea_lly only had flesh put
on them in the 20th eentury. However, just after
he'd done all this, he read David Hume's works and
started being very worried about the question how
on earth, given an a priori system of mathematics
Iike Newton's, he could ever have done this. He
wes like somebody whots been living as a conjuror
all his life and suddenly discovers that he's a
conjuror, when he thought he was living real iife.
And then, you know, he's foreed to turn back on
himself and look at himself and say how the devil is
it that I managed to bring these trieks off, Where
did these rabbits eome from that I find in my hat?
And the whole of the second half of Kant's career.
when he ehanged dbection and started working as
what he called a critical philosopher, writing these
bcoks which were all called I'Critioue" of this and
"Critique" of that; what's he doing is holding the
miiror up to himself and saying, here I am, all this
time, been thinking about the world in terms of
physics, what the devil have I been doing, and how
on earth has it been eapable of getting results?
Because what Hume had convinced him of was
that, on the faee of it, it was entirely impossible to
get results that way.

David Cayley
Kant solved his problem in a way that seems in
retrospeet rather lame. He eoncluded that the
physics was simply built in to the structure of the
mind, or more propefly, the structure of reason
itself. But this, according to Ilya Prigogine,
trivialized scienee by making it essentially a
system of self-reference: mind diseovering in
nature what it in effect had put there,

trya Prigogine
Science was redueed essentially to spelling out
universal rules, and this idea that thefe are some
given universal rules which would explain
everything which we see around, you see, was
expressed again and again, not only by Kant, but I
w&s amused to find it also in sociologists like
Durkheim in Franee or Levy-Bruhl you see. And
they would write that msn ean no more be
astonished by anything beeause he knows that
there are a few universal laws, and if he sees

something whieh looks rather unusual, he knows
that aftef some thinking, he will reduce it to one
of the great universal rules whieh he knew anywsy.
So essentially, seienee was trivialized.

David Cayley
The same, in a sense, eould be said for religion.
Just as scienee abandoned the seareh for meaning
and value in nature, so religion abandoned the
question of what the physical world means. The
doctrine of creation did not entirelv leave
Christianity, but

Christ the personal redeemer. Once again, we can
see in the works of Immanuel Kant how the
division was made. K&nt separated the world into
the phenomenal realm, whieh was the provinee of
scienee, and the noumenal realm, which was
beyond the reaeh of reason, but happily present in
us as I kind of moral intuition. Dr. Philip Hefner
of the Lutheran School of Theology in Chieago.

PNlip Ilefner
Being the good Lutheran pietist and Prussian tiat
he was, Kant did say that we eould make contact
with the numenal realm in our moral action. So
this means on the one hand thst religion has a safe
place where science canrt get it, namely this moral
intuition and action, and on the other hand the
really life and death issues that confront huma.n
beings can never be touched by science,

David Cayley
Phillip Hefner's point about the break between the
spiritual and the material, giving religion an are&
where seience eouldn't get it, points to the
increasingly defensive stance taken by religion
after the enlightenment. For as the explanatory
power of scienee steadily expanded, the power of
religion shrunk proportionately. The eompact
between theology and serence struek during the
lTth eentury was proving to be a bad bargain for
religion. Yet science, too, was a loser, despite the
miraeulous expansion of its seeular powers. For
without aeeess to those qualities of being which
had been consigned to the sphere of religion, says
philosopher Jacob Needleman, scientists tended to
suppress their deeper feelingS in the name of
suppressing subjective emotions.

Jacob Needleman
It was a noble ideal, and one can still honour it,

the
than

salvatioL_The cosmic Christ, through whom
wbFlil-was made. b€came less imoortant



that I wish to know without being swayed by the
emotions, by my subjeetive feelings, by my
predileetions, by passively and blindly accepted
b-eliefs. I want certainty, not some fairy tale, -ven
if it's a beautiful one. And that is very honourabie.
The only problem, again, painting with a very big
brush, is that in tryirg to resist the undut
influenee of emotions, one eut oneseU eventually
off from something which one woutd call the realfeelings. There is a feeling kind of
feeling/knowing. It's not emotional, ii's not feely-
feely kind of thing, but a sensitivity toward va-hie
in the universe which is more necessarv than
p€rhaps. an,vthing else in our minds for relaiing to
the world. So if one could separate oneself frcm
these egoistic, subjective, emotional pref erences
while still reteinirB the deeper layers of intuitive
feeling, that would have been wonderful, but I
think that wasn't done. I think Deseartes' idea was
aeeepted as time went on as simplv distancins
oneself from all forms of feeling and-not just tnE
error.eous subjeetive emotions.

David Cayley
The loss of these deeper feelings was a
eonsequence of the idea that human beings eould
understand the universe without understanding
themselves, and the eonverse was held to be
equally true: that human beings could understand
themselves without understanding the nature of
the physical world. Protestantism oarticularlv
stressed the relation of man to God ai somethini
separate from the relation of man to nature.

Jacob Needleman
By the time Protestantism gets its head, we have a
sense that well, our interest is not so much in
nature any more, but in manrs relationshio to God.
Let nature alone, Iet it b€ something other people
think about. Natufe is not the important thing, it's
how we are toward God. And as science beiame
rnore persuasive in telling us what nature is like,
and the chufeh and Christianity retreated from its
obligation to tell us about nature, it told us not
only about nature, but about the nature in
ourselves. And that means how it looked at nature
began to dominate how it looked et the human self.
which eventuauy began to dominate how we
looked at ourselves. And then we began to look at
ourselves as basically blind, mechinical forces
where conseiousness and love and faith and all
those things became inexplicable except in so far
as they were reduced to nonconscious iaetors.

David Ceyleg
As religion gradually abandoned cosmology,
seienee tended to beeome a sort of seerrtqr
substitute. But science rvas everchanging, and its
evolution eventually brought it face to faee with
mlsteries that the old meehanism simply couldn't
explain. The resulting contemporary seienee wili
form the focus of next week's program, as we
examine the wofk of physicist David Bohm,
physical ahemist trya Prigogine and biologists
Rupert Sheldrake and Jim Loveloek, and ask
whether this work is leading us to a new natural
philosophy.

Lieter Sinaleir
Yourve been listening to Religion and the New
Seienee, part one in a threepart series by David
Cayley.

PART tr

Lister Sinaleir
I'm Lister Sinclair and this is ldeas. Tonight, our
second prog'ram on Religion and th€ New Seience,
In tonighfls program, you're going to be introduced
to four men who have each eontributed to the
emergence of a new world view in seience, They
are theoretieal physicist David Bohm.

DeYid Botm
I think that this distinction between seience and
philosophy, this rigid distinction, is wrong.
Everybody is controlled by philosophy and science
is pervaded by philosophy, anC to pretend that it
has nothing to do with philosophy is confusing.

Ligter Sindair
Inventor and ehemist James Loveloek.

James Loelod<
If you think of it, if the environment and the Iife
are inseparable - it's a single, indivisible proeess -
- roeks really truly are alive.

Lister Sindair
Plant physiologist Rupert Sheldrake.
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Rpert Sheldrake
Biologists have accepted the physics of the 19th
century and are trying to mold biology in the
image of what is now an outdated kind of physics.

Lister Sinelair
And physieal chemist and Nobel laureate, Ilyg
Prigogine.

trya Prigogine
The world around us and the world in us tend to
eonverge today, and that is I think the beauty of
our present time, thst we beg'in through I ehange
in science to be able to dream, st leasl, about a

-qqle qniliqdcultuEc-- -
Lister Sinelair
The dream of a more unified culture is what this
series is about. Last week's progTam eoncluded
with an examination of how classieal science
tended to divide rea-lity into opposed realms of
matter and spirit. This week, we look at new ideas
and approaches in scienee which afe tending to
heal this division. Religion and t}te New Science is
written and presented by David Cayley.

David Cayley
Tonight's program is an introduction to the ideas
of four contemporary scientists, But before we
get to that, let me explain a Uttle bit about why I
think they all belong in a program about religion
and science. I grew up, as perhaps you did, with
the sense that religion and science were somehow
opposed to each other. Religion was concerned
with the spiritual, with the meaning of life, and it
told a story whieh seemed, in scientific terms,
highly implausible. Science was eoncerned with
the material, with the real world, which it looked
on $/ith a kind of heroic detaehment. This was the
era of the two cultures, the 1950s, when C.P.
Snow's famous phrase was very mueh in the air and
a great gulf was fixed between the sciences and
the humanities. Being wordy and bookish, I was
assigned to the side of the humanities, and except
for a few sparks of interest that never really
managed to start a fire, I saw no reason to be
interested in scienee. Later, I began to see thet
my image of scienee was wrong. My image of
religion was wrong, ioo, but that will have to wait
until next week, when IU talk about how I think
scienee and religion ean be rel,ated. Tonight, I
want to focus only on the changes which I now
believe have taken plaee in science, ehanges which
I think pave the way for a new relationship with
religion.

The image of seienee with whieh I g?ew up is what I
would now call elassical science, the science
which emerged out of the scientific revolution of
the 17th eentury. At the risk ofbeing pedantic, let
me try and boil it down to four basic principles.
The first is that mind and matter are not
essentially felated. The second, that matter is
ultimetely composed of some sort of hard materia]
parucles, The third is that nature obeys absolute
and eternal laws, and the Iast that the scientist
can give an account of nature which is complete,
objective and universal,. The sum of these
principles was called the mechanieal philosophy,
It viewed nature as a gTeat machine without spirit
and without spontaneity, and it lives on today as
part of a deeply ingrained cultural sense what the
world is really like. What I want to argue hefe is
that all of these basic principles of classical
seience are being slowly overcome at the ieading
edges of contemporary scienee. And what the four
seientists whom I want to present to you tonight
have in common is that thev all are somehow D&rt
of this change. The first of tnem is theoretical
physicist David Bohm. But before I introduee him,
I first have to introduce the startling
developments in modern physics whieh provided
the starting point for his eareer. The best way to
begin, I think, is to tell you about a remarkable
exp€riment that was carried out a few years ago
by physieist Alain Aspeet and his eolleagues at the
University of Paris. The experimenters observed a
calcium atom as it emitted a pair of photons, or
Ught particles, which travelled 8t the speed of
iight in opposite direetions. Then they changed
the polarization of one of the photons and found
that the other photon ehanged its polarization
simultaneously. At the time of the measurement,
the particles were many metres apart. No
communieation between them was possible unless
that eommunieation had taken place at I speed
greater than the speed of light, something
expressly ruled out by the theory of reiativity.
And yet, somehow, the one knew what had
happened to the other. As weird as it was, Aspeet
and his eolleagues were not surprised by this
result. It was exacUy what they had expected
from the predietiors first made by the infant
science of quantum meehanies sixty years before.
Quantum meehanies began in the early years of
this eentury rryith a series of diseoveries which
revolutionized classical atomic theory. Typicai of
these discoveries was the Heisenberg uncertainty
prineiple. It asserted that there is a limit in
principle to how much an observer can learn about



the subatomie world, that part of the pieture will
always be out of focus. For example, whenever we
try to observe an electron, the Iight we use to
make the observation wil-l ehange the electronts
position in an unpredictable way. To say where the
electron would have been, had we not made the
observation, is impossible. The eleetron was
displaying other mysterious qua_lities as well like
the feat which eventually won it a place in
everyday E-nglish - the guantumm leap - wherobyit moved from one position to anotber withoui
apparently having traversed any distance in
between. The physicists who wer€ working on this
problem finally concluded that the electron was
not so mueh a particle as a probability which
sometimes appeared as a particle. Where or what
it was in between remained shrouded in mystery.
These discoveries were deeply unset ing to the
physieists who made them. l{erner Heisenberg,for example, recalled paeing the streets Ji
Copenhagen after a late night discussion with
fellow physicist Niels Bohr, and ssking himself,
"Can nature possibly be as absurd as it ieemed to
us in these atomic experiments?r' Ttere was alsogreat disagreement among the concerned
physicists about how to interpret these new
findings. The interpretation whicit finally won the
day reflected t}e influenee of Werner Heisenberg
and Niels Bohr and eame to be celled thi
Copenhagen Interpretation, after Bohr's native
eity. It said that quantum mechanics eould make
no decisive statement about the objective
situation in nature, it could only give a iinO of
recipe for the behaviour of atomic particles. Butthis simply begged the question whieh had
animated physicists ever sinee the ancient Greek
philosophers first asked it. What is the world
reauy made of? Could reality be no more than a

from the very beginning. He ealled it the
rfanqulr.lzer philosophy, meaning that it was I wav
or avolotng fseing these questions. Now, after I
lru:lud my book, I sent a eopy to Bohr, a eopy to
Pauli, -a copy to Einstein and to a i"* oile,physieists. 

. Well, Bohr never answered, pauli
arswer€d quite enthusiastieally, and Einstein liked
the book very mueh and sinee we wefe in prineeton
together, asked if we could talk together. And so
we met sevefal times and discusied the wholeguesuorl" And essenually he felt that it was the
guestron of objective reality, that the qusntum
theory does give eorrect statisUes of results, but
it does not have eorrect concepts, it's incompiet-.
Ifls rather like a theory of medical statistics *ni"i,
nas no concepts as to what causes disease but just
simply gives some results that are correet, but
does not give you any clue of what the diiease
setually means as an individual process. And hefelt that one needed to look for some notion of
reality.whieh would not depend on being conneeted
to an observing equipment.

Devid Cayley
The reference to observing equipment reflects
Bohrrs vie*. that in an experimental situation, the
mears of observation are part of what is observed.In other words, in the realm of quantum
meehanics, there is no reality in itself apirt from
someoners act of observing it. David Bohm came
to. _the.conclusion that physicists said they agreed
with this view only beeause they nadn;t ieally
thought through what it means.

Devfol Bolrm
It has been said that most physicists come to
praise Bohr, but they think likeEinstein. There's a
conf'lsion going on. The physicist really believes
therers a particl€ ther€. I saw this haooen in an
audience. If you ask a]i the physicists who beueve
the partiele is there to raise their hand, most of
them do. If you ask them how many of tiem
slpport Bohr, the same number do. But in fact.
Rohr would deny that it has any meaning to diseuss
that there is a particle there, So this ahows th&t
Bohrrs point of view is not underctood and in the
informal language, there is great confusion.

David Cayley
David Bohm deeided that the problem with Bohrrs
Lpproaeh was that it took for granted the very
thing. it-ought to have question -the heritage oi
elassieal physies. It was obvious that elaiical
concepts eouldn't adequately describe what was

probability? Einstein summarized his
dissatisfaetion in his famous epigram, ncod does
not play diee with the universe.' And this. finallv.
is where David Bohm eomes into the storv. Bonil
is an Ameriean who eventually settled in bngland,
where he taught for many years at the Universitv
ol Lon{o1, As a young physicist, Bohm origine[!
adopted Niels Bohr's Copenhagen Interpreta-tion o?quantum mechanies, but then grew dissatisfied
with-its_ faiiure to guestion the nature of reality
itself. Living in Princeton, with his first book oi
quantum mechanies just published, he discovered
common cause with Albert Einstein

Dbvid Botrm
Einstein hed been dissatisfied with tlris approach



going on. But instead of scrapping them, the
Copenhagen Interpretation merely made them
fuzzy and ambiguous, Perhaps, Bohm reasoned,
what wes aetuaLly required was a whole new
framework of explanation.

David Bohm
A partiele may be something far more eomplex
than we had supposed, you see, something complex
enough to respond to information in a wave fathef
than being pushed around mechanieally. The
ordinary idea is that the more finely you analyse
the metter into bits, the simpler they beeome.
This would say that they may not beeome simpler,
they may become more subtle, and it's rather Iike
a crowd of human beings may behave in a rather
gross meehanieal way, whereas the individuels are
far more subtle.

David Cayley
The idea that reality might g"ow more subtle
rather than more simple, at the threshold of the
vanishingly small, led David Bohm to hypothesize
what he ealled an implicate ofder. Think baek to
the Aspect experiment, in which the two photons
seemed to know what was happening to each other,
despite the laek of any demonstrable connection
between them. Or to the phenomenon of the
quantum leap, in which a particle jumps from here
to there, without ever seeming to have been
anywhere in between, The implicate order
explains where the eieetron is in between here and
there, or how the photons remain eonnected, even
when they're out of toueh, so to speak. It says that
these quantum phenomena in effeet unfold from
some more subtle order beyond time and spece.
The electron doesn't move from here to there at
all, it unfolds out of the imolicate order. enfolds
back into the implicate order, and then unfolds
again. I|s iike a cartoon, a series of separate
pietures which give the illusion of eontinuous
motion. The concept may seem strange, but then,
so are the phenomena itts trying to aeeount for.

David Bohm
In quantum mechanics, the motion

image of the objeet. But the importent point is
that every part of the plate contains an image of
the whole object, although if you take more and
more of the piate, you get a more detailed image
and a better image. But it's always the whole
object. So that says that the information about
the whole objeet is enfolded in eaeh part. This is
characteristie of the movement of waves. For
example, waves eoming through your eye enfold
the whole room and they sre unfolded onto the
retina and into the brain, where you get an
impression of the room. Now, waves from the
whole universe enter a telescope and are unfolded
onto the image. Soyou eould say the universe is so
constructed that everything is enfolding and
unfolding aLl the time, and that's why you can know
about it wherever you ere.

David Cayley
What does your view say to t}te eiassical mind-
mattef dualism?

David Bohm
We[ it suggests that we don't need it. You see, if
you look at mind, it seems much more in an
implicate order than quantum meehanieal matter.
For example, in thought, we have the word
implicit, which literally means enfold. But this
suggests that one thought enfolds another and it
unfolds into another thought, which unfolds into
another, and so on. And you see, the unfoldment
has this property that the whole unfolds into the
part and the part unfolds into the whole. So any
thought unfolds into the whole nervous system and
affects the emotions and museular aetions and so
on, aM everything in the nervous system will
enfold into thought. If you look at this, you see
much evidence that the enfolded order is really
primary in mind. Descartes implicitly recognized
this because Descartes made a distinetion
between matter, which he called extended
substanee made of separate bits, and mind, which
he ealled thinking substance. In so far as he
distinguished them, it implied that he did not ssy
thoughts wefe extended or separate, that thoughts
are not extended in any space or not separated,
you see, they are all enfolded in each other. That's
really whatrs implied in what Descartes said, So
the implicate order is even more suitabie for mind
than it is for matter. This suggests the possibility
of relating mind and matter this way. Whereas
Descartes found no natural way to relate them
beeause they are so diffefent. In fact, he proposed
that God was the main relationship, that God put

mathematicaUy is a proeess which has actually
been called by mathematicians enfoldment and
unfoldment. It's exemplified by the hologram in
whieh waves from a whole object are enfolded in
each part of a photographic plate and recorded
there, and then if you shine light on it again, those
waves will unfold to produce a three dimensional
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clear and distinct ideas into the rnind and this
eorresponded to separate objects in the extended
order. That seemed arbitrary, but in any case,
people no longer aceept that explanation on the
whole end therefore they're left with no
explanation of how the two afe related. Now. if
they have the same basic order, then they can be
related.

David Cayley
For David Bohm, mind and matter are not seDarate
substances, but in effect, the opposite endi of a
eontinuum._ The impliqglg erder, he says, may give
way to levels of even greater subfllty,
culminating at last in minO. And indeed. even the
superficial qusntum phenomena appear to have at
least eertain mental. aspeets. Think again of the
uneanny behaviour of the photon pair in the Aspeet
experiments. But to say that mind and mattei are
aspects of the same proeess does not mean that
the world is like our thoughts, full of differences
and divisions. On the eontrary, Bohm eonsiders
that the primary quality of reality is wholeness.
"An undivided wholeness in flowing movementt' is
how he lyrically describes it in his most recent
book. Physieists sometimes criticize Bohm's work
because it yields no testable predictions and
therefore eannot be easily proved or disproved.
They say he is a philosopher and not a scientisl
But the questions raised by quantum meehanics
were philosophical, and unlike most of his
colleagues, David Bohm met them head on. To me.
therefore, his work represents a reunion of science
and philosophy whieh is aetually fequired by the
discoveries of science. It deseives the nanie Uv
whieh seienee first ealled itseU: naturil
philosophy.

In the late 1970s, Nobel laureate Ilya prigogine
and co-author Isabel Stengers brought out i ioot<
ealled "La Nouvelle Allianee," Iater issued in
English under the title 'tOrder Out of Chaos.n The
book was a virtual manifesto for a new science.
Classieal scieree, Prigogine and Stengers ar3ued,
was a Ktnd of eovert theology. It described the
world from a standpoint ou-tsiOe of nature. a
standpoint to which man had aecess because he
was made in the image of God. And beeause the
scientific obsewer stood outside of nature. he
stood apart from the flow of time. In the elosed
world of Newtonian science, time essentiallv
didnrt matter. The motions whieh cla"cicai
mechanies described were a.l.l simple and
reversible, and so time could flow from the future

t0 the past es easily as from the past to the future.
But for human beings living within nature, time
does matter it matters desperatelv,
Ineversible change is the very hearf of our
experience of the world. Nothing in our lives can
run baekwards. It follows, for prigogine, that
when the simple and reversible motions of
Newtonian mechanies were general.ized into a

. world view, the cultural eonsequenees were
disastrous. A seientific world view whieh
exeluded human experienee could only produee a
deep division b€tween scienee and whaa came to
be called the humanities. The battle to humanize

lscienee has therefore involved introducins the
idea of irreversible ehange into the statii and
eternal world of classiea.l mechanies, For Ilva
Prigogine, the story begins with the diseovery bf
the science of heat, thermodlmamics.

nya Prigogine
In the beginning of the 19th century starts a new
area of physics and that ls lhs fsprnrrtalion of the
lg*t g! thermodynamies. Itrs just 120 years ago
that Clausius formulated his laws in a speciallv
coneise and powerful way by saying the energy oi
the world is constant and the entroDv of the worldis increasing. That is really'i remarkable
statement, that indeed 120 years ago for the first
time, someHy was saying that the world has a
history, and the history of eourse is disappointing
because increasing entropy means traditionally
lncreasing pandomness, exhaustion of natural
resources and so on. So it is not astonishins thatthis thermodynamic world view with- its
pessimistic outlook is in a sense also the outeome
of the industrial age. The industrial age was of
course pre@cupied by the exhaustion of industrial
resources. And that was, I think, the fiNt craek in
the Newtonian pieture. Classical time was
reptitive. The time of thermodynamics was a time
running down. And in a sense, what we try to find
today, perhaps you eould eatt it a third time in
which we look for something in which not only
things ean run down, but also things are created,-

David Ceyfey
Prigoginers sesreh for tJris third creative time
-would not prove easy. Despite the <iiscovery of the
laws of thermodynamies, irreversibility remained
no mor€ than an artifact to many physicists. Max
Born ealled it "the effect of ttre introduction of
ignopance into the laws of physics." And Einstein,
on the death of his dear friend Miehel Besso in
1955, wrote rrFor us believing physieists, the



distinction between past, present and future is
only an illusion, even if & stubborn one." But
Prigogine finally found the eonstructive time he
was looking for in the world of non-equilibrium
systems, systems in a highly excited, turbulent or
energetic state.

trya Prigogine
First of all, I studied what happens near
equilibrium. You see, that was the world
discovered by Onsager and others which was
already very interesting, But nothing so very
striking was going on there. But then I slowly
extended my work to situations far from
equilibrium, and that was really the surprise.
Because far from equilibrium, you can have
eompletely new situations. In other wocds,
situations neaf equilibrium would beeome unstable
when you pushed them further away from
equiiibrium. You may have then the appearance of
new coherent stfuctures involving billions of
moleeules in macrosccpic time. In other words,
you see the world in a different way because you
begin to have a lot of new dynamicsl structures
which would not be possible to observe in
equilibcium or near equilibrium conditions.

David Cayley
It was his mathematical deseription of these non-
equilibrium systems, or dissipative struetures,
that won llya Prigogine the Nobel prize for
ehemistry in 1977. Some examples are given by
David Peat, the co-author of "The Looking Glass
Universe,r' a study of the new seience of David
Bohm, Ilya Prigogine and others.

David Peat
Thecmodynamies had always dealt with things
ciose to equilibrium, things that happened gently.
Prigogine pushed it into things that were far from
equilibrium, systems in whieh there was a constant
influx of matter. And when he looked at those
systems, he found that they would spontaneousiy
develop their own structures. lt's something you
may, tonight, if you look, see on the top of your
coffee eup as i s cooling. If you take a pan of
water, you heat it at the bottom, initially the heat
tries to get into the eooler areas above by just
conduction. If you heat it a little faster, you get a
Iot of turbulent movement within the fluid.- It,s
moving around, a lot of little currents competing.
.{t some point, that fandom movement just isn't
sufficient to get the heat from the bottom to the
top, because the hot water at the bottom is

lighter, it's trying to rise. The watef st the top is
cooler, ifls trying to fall. The things are
eompeting. So essentially you get chaos, you have
ehaos in that pan cf water. You heat it a bit more -
- suddenly, there's a dramatic transition. The
chaos turns into order. And what happens is you
get very orderly maeroscopic flows, major flows
within the liquid, and you get a series of eells
forming on the top as within the pan the liquid
begins to cireu.late in a very orderly fashion. And
if you looked at the glancing angle at the top of
the pan or at the top of a cooling cup of eoffee, you
may see a lot of little hexagonal cells on the top.
And as Prigogine says, this is the most amazing
phenomenon. Suddenly, out of random movement
of billions of molecuJ.es, they've begun to move as
a whole, coherenuy as a group, and this is one of
the simplest dissipative structures. It's a way of
getting rid of energy by things deeiding to
cooperate. So where we saw that initially there
wes this heat death of the universe, thet systems
tended to decay, to go to maximum entropy, to
dissipate, to break apart, now we see that if you
pump energy into them, they may suddenly go
from that mode into one of cooperation in which
there's a whole cooperative phenomenon taking
place. Now you can go from there into other forms
of dissipative structure like a vortex in a river, or
a living cell The cell is the same thing. You
supply nutrients and energy, and essentially the
envifonment flows into the cell and flows out
again as waste pfoducts. You have a constant
flowing in, a eonstant flowing out, and the living
cell is essentially a flow. It's a stability within a
eonstant flow. If you look at a fountain playing in
the eentre of a eity, the fountain is stable beeause
it eonstanuy changes beeause water's constantly
flowing through it. We norma.Ily think of
structures as being things that are static, things
that are there, like a sculpture. And if you hit a
sstrlptur€; you bang at it, it falls apart. But these
dissipative structures are struetures that are
stable out of the very fact that they're corstantly
changing, that they're constantly being reborn,
which is what happens with a fountain of water.

David Cayley
In Prigogine's world, order emerges unpfedictably
out of chaos. Nature therefore recovers the
creative spontaneity which was denied by elassical
determinism. It can surprise us, and at the same
time, the seientist also recovers his creative
freedom. No lorq;er is he reduced to spelling out
universal ruls which nature is eonstrained to



obey. Now he lives in an evoiving universe where
something new end unpredieta-ble can always
nappen.

trya Prigogine
We are Iiving through a period of transition, a
period of trarsition in which the content and the
formulations of the lews of science will undengo
and is undergoing a dramatie change. Indeed, ie
see now more and more the importance of unstable
dynamical systems. For unstable dynamieal
systems, we never can predict what wiII happen in
the future, knowing the initial eonditions.' The
content of the world is not in the simple reoetitive
motions which Newton and Galileo havi used.
fortunately. as the prototypes of dynamies. And
once this is understood, we see now that therefore
the dynamicai laws which were deterministic and
time reversible, because of the instabilitv beeome
probabilistie and time oriented. And therifore the
eoneept of natural law is ehanging, Instead of
being able to conceive the eomplete eternity, our
knowledge of nature is a window on time. And
therefore I expeet that the next generation will
see & very deep change in the formulation of the
basic iaws, because irreversibility can no more be,I would say, relegated to an illusion or to some
artifact.

David Cayley
With irreversibility, the human perspective
feturns to science. In the billiard ball universe of
classical science, there was no room for the
subtle.ty, the complexity, the multiplieity of our
experienee. In the idea of dissipativi struttures, I
think that we ean eomfortably see an image of
ourselves and our societies. Prigogine's sciencefor me therefore is a step towards the
reunification of culture and of knowledge.

trya Prigogine
Before, we had the idea that small eauses bring
small effeets. We had a view of e lineap universel
But a.universe far from equilibrium is also a highly
non-linear universe, beeause if it would Ue elosl to
equilibrium, then we eould Iinearize and we wor:ld
have linear equations, and everybody, even not
being a great mathematieian knows that linear
equations have only one solution. But far from
e.quilibrium, you have many solutions, and
therefore discovering the non-equilibrium
unrverse, we discover a universe whose richness is
extraordinarily rich in comparison with the
elassical universe. And thii leads to a new

dialogue with nature, beeause it can then aet on
the bifureation, the point when one solution
beeomes a diffefent solution. We ean hoDe to
aehieve great results even with sma-ll eauses, and
that is I think something whieh will slowly
penetrate and is penetrating a.lready slowly into
other fields of human activity, in ecology and
economics and other fields-

Davi<l Cayley
The age of science has in many ways been the age
of physics. The great discoveries which initiatad
the scientific revolution of the 1?th centurv were
discoveries in physics, and the enormous suecess
of Newtonian mechanics virtually ensured that the
methods of physics would set the standard for all
of the seiences. This fact ws.s to have momentous
eonsequences for the life scienees in partieu.tar. In
the Aristotelian biology whieh held sway before
the seientific revolution, life was accounted for in
terms of its inherent purpose. But when physics
became the role model for biology, organisms
began to be seen as eomplex maehines whieh could
best be understood in terms of their constituent
parts. This reductive analytieat approaeh led to
many discoveries about the subsystems of whieh
organic nature is composed, culrnineting in our
own day in the speetacular successes of moleeular
biology and genetics. But mechanistie biology &1so
left much unexplained. For exampie, the problem
of form. Rupert Sheldrake is a Bfitish plant
physiologist whose primary coneern is this very
question: How do organisms develop their forms?
In 1981, he brought out a book ealled "A New
Science of Life," in whieh he put forward I bold
hypothesis to account for morphogenesis, or the
eoming into being of form, The respeeted British
seientific journal Nature found Sheldrake's
proposal so shoeking that they declared that his
book should be burned. But before we get to that,
listen first to Rupert Sheldrakets aeeount of why
mechanistic biology cannot aceount
morphogenesis.

Rpert Slnl&ake

for

Everyone agrees that we dontt und€rstand the way
in which embryos develop snd so on, but it's
assumed that sooner or later these will be fullv
explicable in terms of regular meehanistil
biology. The problem with this is that if the whole
is nothing but the sum of the parts, then if you take
eway perts, for example if you cut off half an
organism, then you've got half an orgardsm, not a
whole one, and you've only got half the p{uts, not



all of them. And that ought to be the end of the
matter. But sueh an organism, for example, cut
even I little bit off an organism, take a eutting
from a tree, a srn alJ. eutting, which is only i
fragment of the whole tree, and that can beeome a
whole, a new whole. It can grow into an entire
tree. Now this is something that eertainly doesn't
exist in any machines that we know of. You can't
chop a computer into small pieces and e:pect each
piece to regenerate into a whole computer, but
you ean chop 8 flatworm into many pieces and
eaeh piece becomes new worm. And you can cut a
piant into pieces - eaeh pieee beeomes a new
plant. So I think meehanism faits in the realm of
morphogenesis, the coming into being of form,
whefe more complexity comes from less, and
where if you remove parts of embryos or cut parts
off organisms like plants or lower animals, they
can regenerate the lost parts,

David Cayley
Rupert Sheldrake ealled his solution to this
pfoblem the Hypothesis of Formative Causation.
It suggested, and this was the part whieh so
rnightily offended the editors of Nature, that the
process of morphogenesis depends on a kind of
collective memory which links organisms aeross
both time and spaee.

Rrpert Sheldrake
What my own approach is based on is the concept
of morphogenetie fields or form shaping fields, a
concept first put forward in 1922 and one which is
fairly widely accepted. The eoncept is used in
most orthodox textbooks of embryology. The idea
of fields that shape or mold the development of
iiving things and which have a holistic property
Iike magnetie and other fielG. You canrt chop a
field up into little bits. I s a kind of continuous
thing whieh is intrinsieally holistie. The idea is
that as an arm develops its shape by arm field, as a
leg develops its shap€ by a leg field, that the fields
have a kind of invisible stfucture which molds the
developing organism. If you cut a bit off, the field
fema.ins associated with the remaining pieees and
thatrs why regeneration can oecur. This idea has
been around for over 60 years, but the problem is
that no oners ever been able to explein very elearly
what these fields are, why they have the forms
they do and where they come from. What Itm
suggesting, and this is the new part of the
hypothesis, is that the fields are influeneed bv the
forms of previous members of the speeies. 56, for
example, the tomato field is influeneed bv

pfevious tomatoes and the rabbit field is
influeneed by previous fabbits. So the field that
shapes the developing rabbit is a kind of invisible
average of the forms of previous rabbits of the
same breed. And t}Ie conneetion between them is
given by a process ealled morphie resonanee, a
direet influenee of like upon like aeross spaee and
time. This is the original feature of the theory,
and itrs something that is very radieal compared
with our usual way of thinking because not only of
the idea of action at a distance in soace. an idea
that werre used to from electrom acne tis m and
gravity, but the idea of aetion at f distanee in
time, from the past to the present. A kind of built-
in memory within the speeies so that eaeh speeies
has a kind of built-in memory pool. Each member
draws upon it, each individual of the species, and
in turn eontributes to it.

David Cayley
How close is your theory, do you think, to Jungts
theory of the colleetive uneonscious and the
archetypes of the eolleetive unconseious?

B,pert Shefdrake
I think itrs very close. This theory i'm putting
forward applies not only to form but also
behaviour, so that Ird say that within a species
therers a pool of past expefience and behaviour
that members of the speeies draw upon. And when
we get to the behavioural realm, you see, we're
much closer to Jung. Incidentally, one of the ways
the theory can be tested, probabiy the easiest way
to see how it ean be tested, is in the realm of
behaviour. Because the theory says that if you
train rats to learn a new triek in one olaee. sav in
Toronto, then rats all over the world, ior examole
in London and Paris and in Australia should be atie
to learn the same thing more quickly, just because
yourve tfained those rats there. The more you
train, the easier it should get everywhere else.
Therers already some evidence for this, and this is
obviously a very radical postulate, but also one
that ean quite easily be tested. In the human
realm, the same thing should apply. And so it
should be easier to Iearn things that other people
have already learned, and there should indeed be
an influence by rnorphic resonance from many past
members of the species, not only in our patterns of
movement and behaviour but also in our Datterns
of speech and thought. And so here, you see, the
whole hypothesis becomes quite close to the sort
of thing that Jung was talking about in his idea of
the eolleetive unconseious.



David Cayley
Has any of the attempt at experimentation since
you pubiished the book born fruit?

Rupert Shel&ake
Yes. A number of experiments have actually been
done, and on the whole, they've been encouraging.
I wouldntt say that there's any eomptetety
convineing definitive evidenee for the hypothesG
at this stage, but I would say that the preliminary
experiments have been certainly encouragilg.
Most of them have concelned human learning, and
one I could mention just as an example is sOme
work that's been done in Madison, Wisconsin by Dr.
Arden Mahlberg concernirg the learnirg of Morse
aode. He did some experiments with gror.ps of
subjeets who didntt know Morse eode, people who
hadntt learned it. He didn't use the letters S and O.
beeause a lot of people know SOS in Morse code,
but nothing else. And he found out whether people
could learn more easily the regular Mors€ code
that millions of people have already learned
compafed with the newly inyented eode that in
theory should have been equally easy to learn.
According to the morphic resonance idea, it should
be easier to learn the regular Morse code precisely
because millions have already learned it, and thisis indeed what Dr, Mahlberg found in his
experiments.

David Cayley
How do you see youf theory in terms of other
theories in contemporary seienee? I have chosen,
for example, without wishing in any way to create
some kind of proerustean new paradigm, to speak
to you and Bohm and Prigogine, thinking that all of
you ape somehow part of a new natural philosophy.
How do you see yourself in terms of other
contemporaries tryith whom you may be lumped by
others as well as by me?

Rqert Sbeldrake
I think that what Irm saying has a Iot in eommon
with the ideas of David Bohm, and he and I in fact
have had guite a number of discussions about this.
I-t's quite possible to think of the morphogenetie
t'ields in terms of the implieate order, and in his
new formulations of his theory, he says that the
explicate order, what actually happens, feeds back
and influences the implieate order. So the
implicate oder has a kind of built in. eumulative
memory. So his theory in its new form leads to
more or less the same predictions as the
hypothesis of formative eausetion. So there's an

extremeley good agreement there, and I think that
the two approaches are very eompiimentary. He
deals with things that I don't, and l deal with thinss
that he doesnrt, and i think they aetually fit
together very well in spite of the different
terminology. Prigogine is interested in
emphasizing the open-endedness of developing
systems thst goes beyond the narfow,
deterministic approaches of elassica-l physics, and,
indeed, classical thermodynamics: the way in
which small fluctuations can be amDlified into
large differences, how patterns ean 

-arise 
from

unstable physieal things. That again is very
eompatible with what I'm saying beeause I myself
think the morphogenetic fields operate by
imposing patterns on these unstable physieal
proeesses, that these small differenees at the
beg'innirg which are amplified into whole patterns
through positive feedbaek, what Prigogine cn <

order throwh fluctuations, is extremely
compatible, in my opinion, with the approaeh that
I myself am working on. So I do think there's quite
a lot in common. I do think there's a general
movement, and I think that in the last 20 or 30
yea$, the lead has mostly been taken by physicists
beause physics has really definitively moved
beyond the old style reductionistie, mechanistic
world view. Within biology, the sueeess of
molecular biology has made many biolog:ists more
mechanistic in their approach than many would
have been 40 or 50 yeafs ago. And so the new
holistie paradigm has had less influenee in bioiogy,
at least on the meinstream orthodoxy, but it's had
a continued influence throughout the whole of the
present eentury. And I see mlself as working
within that holistic tradition that has been in
biology and has been developing in bioiogy for a
long time.

David Cayfcy
The final theor? whieh I want to eonsider tonight is
ealled the Gaia Hypothesis, after Gaia, the Greek
goddess of the earth. It was developed by British
scientist and inventor James Lovelock and it holds
that the earth is not just an environment where
life evolved, it is an environment whieh was
created eooperatively by life. Here is Jim
Loveloekrs story of how the theory developed.

James Iovelod<
Gaia started way back in the 1960s, as far as I was
e_oneer'ned, because I was working at that time for
NASA with a colleague, Dian Hltehcock, and we
were given the rather peeuliar task of assessing



the seientifie vaiidity of the life deteetion
experiments that were being proposed for Mars.
And it was really quite funny, beeause they were
all amazingly geocentrie. Perhaps it isnrt
surprising when you think about it. NASA was
faced with the problem we've got to find life on
Mars, so let's hire us 50 erperts and we'll get it
solved, Because thatrs how they treeted their
engineering and everything else, why not life. The
trouble was, of course, there aren't experts on Ufe
on Mars, there's only experts on Iife on earth. And
experts, as you know, tend to be verT narrowiy
speeialized people who are familiar with a given
form of iife. I kind of paraphrase it somewhat
Iibellously by saying Dian and I went along to
interview a famous parasitologist, Professor X,
and asked him to show us his Ufe deteetor, end he
showed us a beautifully desigred little stainless
steel cube. And we said Prolessor X, what does
this do? And he said oh, it's my life detector. And
we said but how does it detect life? WeIl, he said,
it traps fleas. Fleas? WeIl, how do you know
therers fleas on Mars? He looked at us in total
&mazement. He said but everybody knows, Mars is
nothing but desert, and wherever therers degerts,
you find camels, and there's no animals with as
many fleas as a camel This is my life detector. It
wasn't quite as bad as that, but I think that gives
you some of the flavour. So Dian and I went away
and thought well, werd better do something better
than this. How on earth are we going to detect
iife? And we thought about looking for an entropy
reduetion, and that seemed a bit highfalutin and
farfetched. But then it occured to me, you could
find the planetary entropy reduetion by just
looking at the plane|s atmosphere, just do a
chemieal compositional analysis. You see, if the
planet had life on it, that life would be bound to
use the atmosphere as a sort of conveyor belt for
products and raw materials, and sueh a use would
change the atmosphere in a way that would make
it reeognizably different from that of a planet
that didn't have life on it, which would be near
what's called the chemical equilibrium state. And
it so happened that at the time we hed these
thoughts, some infrared astronomefs were looking
at illars through an infrared telescope, and gave us
a detaiied atmospheric analysis. This showed, in
faet, that it was close to ehemical equilibrium,
and by our theory, of eourse, Ii feless.

David Cayley
This wasn't much use to NASA, of eourse, but it did
drB.w Lovelockrs attention to the imorobable

eomposition of the earthrs atmosphere and made
him ask how sueh unstable gases eould even
coexist.

Jarnes Lovelod(
Just eonsider two of the gases, oxygen and
methane. Oxygents present at 21 percent,
methane's present at one and a half psrts per
million, a mefe traee, you may think. But their
eoexistenee at a steady state in an atmosphere
represents an anomaly measured in hundreds of
orders of magnitude, as far as its diseguilibrium
goes. You see, for methane and oxygen to eoexist
in an atmosphere on the planet, at that steady
state, means that something must be making the
methane and something must be making the
oxygen, because they react together and they use
eaeh other up. And knowing the volume of the
earthrs atmosphere and the rate of reaetion whieh
you can calculate from the intersity of sunlight in
the earthrs atmosphere - beeause it's that whieh
causes them to reaet - you can calculate that the
'rsomethingrt must be introducing no less than a
thousand mill.ion tons of methane every year into
the atmosphere, and something must also be
introducing something like 4,000 million tons of
oxygen every year into the atmosphere to aecount
for the losses from the reaction of these two
substances. And there just arenrt any non-living
proeesses that can do that in an atmosphere sueh
as the earthrs. so the answer must be that there's
Iife. Looking at the earth that way was as much a
seientifie revelation as the view that astronauts
have, You know, the astronauts when they first
saw the earth, many of them said - Rusty
Schweikert was one -my God, the thing rnust be
a.live, itrs so beautiful, it's so much a whole. But
what we were seeing was a hard science
suggestion. You see, to keep those unstable gases
at a perfeet steady state requires a lot of
organization, but much more remarkable than
this, how on earth could sn atmosphere that was a
bit like the gases that go into the intake manifold
of an internal eombustion engine be just right for
Iife? This is even more extraordinary. And, of
course, tha|s what made me think weU, maybe
werre looking at it the wrong way round. The
atmosphere isn't an environment for life, it's
something that life has made as an environment
for itself. It's something it has ehosen, and
deliberately keeps going beeause it Iikes it that
way. And that, of eourse, was the Gaia Hypothesis
and thatrs how it started.
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David Cayley
Can you explain some of the Gaian mechanisms.
for example, perhaps the orygen-methane eyeie?

JaJtres Loveloek
I could, but that's a more diffieult one. Let me
explain one of the ones that we know best about,
and that's the CO2 one, because there's a lot oi
contemporary interest in that, too. you see. one
of the more eonvincing bits of evidence for Gaia
was_ the -constancy of the elimate throughout
geological time. For three and a hau tholsand
million years, the time that Iife has been on e$th.
the temperature has been eonstant, the elimate
h8s been constant, and yet the zun has been
steadily warming up. And this is, I think, one of
the strongest arguments in favour of regulation.
So how did it happen? Well, one geochemist, Jim
Walker, tried to explain it on purely geological
grounds. He said, or rather accepted the
geolog:ieal evidence that right back in the
beginning, when life started, thefe was I great
deal of carbon dioxide in the atmosohere -perhaps as much as 30 percent of the atmcphere
was CO2 - and that's what kept the earth warm
and enabled iife to get its stsrt. He then said that
the simple pfoeess of weathering - that's the
reection of carbon dioxide with calcium silicate
rock which removes carbon dioxide from the air
and deposits it on in the sea as limestone - would
account for a steady diminution of CO2 over time
which would exactly equal the rate of rise of solar
luminosity. It was a niee theory and a good try, bui
when you put the numbers in it, it wouldn,t work.
And I thought that he'd done exac y the right
thing. The only thing he'd done wrong ias to leive
Iife out. You see, Iife is very much in the business
of weathering, of rock aigeSting and so on and so
forth, and Jim Walker's proc€ss ean be made to
work beautifrr y if you put life there. If you
g.nqf" the soil in rnost plac€s on the earth, yourll
llno that lts carbon dioxide content is 30 times
higher than that of the atmosphere. So in the soil
everywhere, life is pumping CO2 out of the air as
hard as it ean in order to get it to react better with
the calcium silicate roek and get Jim Walkerts
reluctant.-che mistry to proeeed. In other words,
Gaia fa.eilitates the process that the geolog.ist;
had envisaged, and without Ufe it wouldnit trap-pen.
That is a feedbaek system which tras ooerateO
right the way back from the beginning, arrd it's an
inqiguing one, beeause it only hai-about 100
million years to go. you see, C{iZ is now down toone thousandth the level it was back in the

beginning. It's an enormous ehenge and thetrs the
reduction needed to ecmpensate 

-for 
tne elimaiic

constancy in the faee of the increasing solaroutput. And in a hundred miUion yesrs time, in
l*:r t? teep corstaney, you'Il have to naue zlrou\rz, wnlen ts rnconsrstent with plant gTowth, as
youlll appreeiate. And so Gaia wiil haveio develop
other mechanisms of eooling.

Davi<l Ceyfcry
Jim Lovelock's sublime assurance that Gaia will
find some new way to cool the earth 

"uuIn, "nappropriate note on whieh to end tonight's
prog?em, for it shows that the livine earth rJaUv
deyvgp the name of a god, not in the old mystii:
and anthropomorphic sense, but in the sense that
nature really is a single, living being. And this
rmege oI nature as something alive, intelligent and
responsive in one way or another unites af four of
the people whom you've been listening to tonight.

Next week, in the final program of the series, IU
examine the implieaticns of this new seience from
the standpoint of religion and philosophy, and ask
wnetner a new, mone unified lcrowledge is now
within view.

PART Itr

Lister Sift.rrir
Good evening. I'm Lister Sinelair and this is ldeas.

I

If science emetged in the Z0th century with a
g?eat sens€ of eonfidenee, I think it's veri quiekly
going to have to change its posture. I tniik io be i
theoretieal scientist in the 19g0s means that vou
must be prepared to wear the garment of humility.

Listet Sincbir
Tonight, we ppesent the third and final program in
our series Religion and the New SeiencL. -

What signifieance does the world have to God?
That really is one of th€ most interesting questions



I ean ask my theologieal students, beeause most of
them have not thought about it and it's diffieult.
What significanee does the world have to God?

Lister SincLrair
ln the first program of this series, we examined
some of the ways in whieh the elassical seienee of
Newton and Descartes drove a wedge between
nature and humanity. Last week, we turned to the
emergenee of a new scienee with a new image of
nature, Tonightrs program attempts to draw out
:om_g of thg philosophieal and theological
implieations of this new scienee. Should scGnee
make a difference to theology? Or theology a
differenee to scienee? Relfiion and tne i.lew
Science is written and pfesented by David Cayley,

David Cayley
The other day, my ?-year-old daughter came home
and reported that three of her frienG had told her
that they didn't believe in God. She seemed more
than anything mystified that they would say this,
and afterwards, it oeeurred to me that this was
because it seemed to her foolish for them to trv
and make up their minds about something thelr
couldnrt possibiy know. But her friends, I think,
&re more typical than she is. Certainly, whether I
believed in God was a question I asked myseU
growing up, and the fact that I did so now seems to
me to have been the origin of much of my unhappy
perplexity about religion. The problem, I think, is
in the question itself. It doesn't ask, 'tdo I know
something that eould be cslled Godtt or. have I
experienced something that could be called Godx,
thefers just that blunt aggressive challenge: "Do I
believe in God?i It's as if God were set on the
other side of some great chasm, with no natural
bridge in between. We can only eross by a leap of
faith. Let's go back to my daughter forL moment.
I suspect that for hef, the idea of God is primarily
rooted in an experience of nature, and I think thii
is what was missing for me. God and nature were
separate categories, the one the provinee of
religion, the other the provinee of seienee. How
this came to be is a story which goes back to the
very origins of what we call modern science to the
days of Galileo and Newton, when science was
trying to get ffee of the authority of theology.
The resuit was a kind of informal arrangem;nt
that science would investigate the meehanism of
nature, theology our relationship to God. This left
humanity torn, On the one hand, we were a part of
nature. On the other, we had a divine destinv. The
break was not ebsolute, but it was progrissive.

For as science kept inereasing its ability to explain
nature in purely mechanieal terms, so Christianitv
was forced to retfeat to the margins where it tolba purely supernatural tale of our fall snd
redemption. This process can be traeed out in the
field of cosmology, Today, we use the term to
deseribe the study of the history of the physieal
universe, without reference to its meaning. But
onee, cosmology meant the study of the univeNe
from the standpoint of its meaning for humanity.
Stephen Toulmin is the authof of Return to
Cosmology.

Steph€n Toufmin
Cosmology is concerned not just with t}|e history
of workings of nature. Cosmology from the
beginning was eoneerned with the history and
workings of nature as a plaee that human beings
live in, Itts not just a question of what the
strueture and history of the universe has been, it's
a question of in what respeets the strueture and
history of the universe can be perceived as being
the appropriate strueture and history for it to be
the worid into which God plaeed human beings.
Now, traditionally - when I say traditionelli', I
mean before Descartes - there were a iot of
different ways in which one eould answer thst
question, From Descartes on, however, to the
extent that natural philosophy became
meehanical, there was a split made between
nature and humanity, and it was very hard for
human affairs to be perceived as paft of the world
of natural phenomena. And tlrerlfore cosmology
eame to be equated, so to say, with astronomical
history, and the other side dropped out.

David Cayle5r
The point of tonight's program, as of Stephen
Toulminrs book, is to try and demonstrate that
today this other side is dropping baek in again.
This is a result of ehanges which are now beginning
to be evident in branches of both seience and
Christian theology. In what follows, I'11 examine
them both, beginning with science. To understand
the changes in scienee today, it is necessary first
to go back to the 17th century, when Franeis
Baeon first used the term 'rthe new seience.rt The
old seienee then was the seience of Aristotle, and
it is worth recalling for our purposes here what the
fundamentqls of this seienee were. This is Dr,
Robert Rosen, a professor in the Department of
Physiology and Biophysies at Dalhousie Univemity
in Halifax.



Bobert Bcen
Aristotle himself was basieally a biologist. He's
the only one of the great philosophers who was,
and this coloured his thought. And for him, the
essenee of life was intentionality - purpose. For
him, seienee was about the why of things. He said
that is the basic function of science, is to answer
the question why. This, by the way, has
disappeared as a definition of seience since the
Newtonian revolution and has been replaced by the
question how. But for Aristotle, the question was
why, end the answer to a why is because. And
Aristotle recognized that there were different and
inequivalent ways of saying because. For
instanee, if you want to know why a building or a
statue is what it is, it is what it is beeause of the
material of which it's made. Thatts one way of
answeri.ng beeause. Itrs what it is because of the
pl,an or the blueprint according to which it was
made. Thatrs another way of arswering beeause.
Itrs what it is beeause of the labour, of the people
who put it together aceording to the blueprint
trom the matt€r. That's a third way. And finally,
ifs what it is beeause somebody wanted it to be
that way. It serves some function, some role. And
thst last, for Aristotle, was the most irnDortant.
that was what he ealled final cause or telis. And
the understanding of things in terms of final
eauses, that is to say, intentionality or goal is
called teleology. And the whole thrust of science
from the time of Newton onward is to trv to
undefstand things withour invoking the notion of
goal or funetion or purpose. As I say, for Aristotle,
the most obvious thing about organisms wes their
intentionality. They were goal seeking, they were
generated to have goals and to try to attein them,
and to Aristotle, it was obviously absurd to try to
understand organic function without the notion of
telos.

David Cayley
Dr. Rosen argues that as a result of tlre supression
of teleology, life essentially became an ;nomaly
within scienee. Life was just too complicated foi
the new methods of physics to eomprehend.

Robert Rcen
One of the reasoru; that physies eould get started
the way it did was that there were certain kinds of
rather simple systems which exhibited in a simple
form the types of phenomena that physics really
wanted to ultimately deal with. So you eould have
an inclined plane, or you eould have a pu-lley, or
you could hav€ the solar system for that matter.

But in biology, there is no analogue of the inclined
plane. The systems that l'ou have to dea.l with are
already extremely complicated before you can
even call them alive. There is no way to get a
running start as you did in physies, to take
measurements, as I say, roUing a ball down an
inclined pl,ane and seeing how the veloeity depends
on the slope of the plane and things of this sort.. In
biology, you afe faced right at the beginning with
systems which from a physicsl point of view are
incredibly complieated and eomplex.

Devid Caylcy
This would prove to be the worse for biology. The
simple laws of physics worked, and soon the
temptation became overwhelming to try and
reduee biology to physics as weII. This approach
was called reduetionism. This is how Dr. Rosen
defines it.

Robert Roen
It basically asserts that there is no new physics to
be learned from organisms, that the traditional
method of analyzing a complicated system into
simpler and simpler pieees is sufficient, neeessafy
and sufficient for answering any question in
biology. Now, this is where the situation gets
interesting, because the closed systems, the
symmetrie systems whieh have dominated physies
are in some serse very special. Now, the
traditional view has always been that physies
provides universal laws and biology provides us
with a very, very specia-I, inordinately special
class of systems, and all we need to do is to find
the way to bring the universal laws to bear on
those very speeial systems and we will understsnd
them completely. I think that the experienee in
biology ha.s b€en quite otherwise. My own
experience has always been guite otherwise, that
far from being a speeial case, biology poses
absolutely fundamental guestions to the nature of
phSrsieal explanation and physicsl description,
basically by foreing physics to deal with systems
which are not so special,

David Caylcy
In recent years, physics has actually begun to deal
with sueh systems, and this points to the first
great charge which has taken place in scienee.
Biology no longer represents a special case,
Instead, physics and biology are converging in the
study of eomplex natural proeesses. Iain Stewart
is a theofetical biologist at the University of
Alberta. in Edmonton.



Iain Sterert
Let's say that from the point of view of historical
development, biology and physies hsve been
separated in the ways that they have developed,
and as we ean objeetively see, in the charaetec of
their languages. But wha|s been happening in
reeent years ls a eonvergenee between physies 8nd
biology. l s been a convefgence along more than
one foute. The first route emerges from the
subject matter that they investigate.
Traditionally, one of the things that separates
biology and physics is that physies tended to deal
with simple systems that are closed off, elosed
physical systems, where as bioiogy dealt with very
complex systems of an open variety. But the
modern developments have led to a concefn with
eomplex systems, systems that are in the first
plaee ma.ny bodied, and so their internal
interaetions are complex. And in doing that, in
forcing attention or focussing attention upon
complex systems, we've eneountered an
unwillingness to recognize traditional distinctions
between what belongs to biology and what belongs
to physics. One way I have expressed this is to say
that the separation of the seienees is only a matter
of professorial convenience, a eonvenienee of
which nature is presumably unawere. And in its
intepest in complex systems, there's reslly very
little to be gained by making any fundamental
distinction between a biologieal, a physical or a
chemical complex system. It's the properties
exhibited by eomplex systems in nature that is
really the focus of modern attention, and with
that, is a very deep eoneern with principles of
organization that are responsible for the ereation
and the maintenanee of these comolex wstems.
And in that way, there is a foeus of attention from
biology and physics on the nature of order itself, of
organizational principles. So that in that sense,
the fundamental problems of modern theoretical
biology are also fundamental pfoblems of
theoretical physics. There's then a eonvergence in
subjeet matter and outlook between Dhvsics and
biology.

Rob€rt Rcen
As I've said before, I think physies is going to be
ehanged in a really profound fashion, by the
necessity it has to aceommodate biological
phenomena. One of the ways it's going to have to
change is to make room for anticipation, for
intentionality, all of these things that were
thought to have been banned eomDletelv and
forever from scienee by the Newtonian revolution.

Now, what is true is that you cannot aceommodate
ideas of intentionality, of telos, of purpose within
a Newtonian picture because it basically invoives
the action of the future upon the preslnt, The
whole purpose of anticipation is to projeet the
future into the present and to cause changes in
pfesent setivities so as to bring about a eertain
future state, and the basis for doing that is to have
some kind of internal model. a Dredictive model of
yourself and of your environment. No"o, within the
traditional Newtonian pieture, within the quantum
meehanical pieture too, you cannot have this kind
of aetion of the future on the oresent. But
basiealiy, a system which does possess an internal
predietive model and which can use the
predictions of that model in order to modify its
present behaviour, this is basieally an antieipatofy
system, it's one whieh falls outside of the
conventional canons of eontemporary physies,
whether elassical or quantum or relativistie. It
requires new modes of system description, new
modes of system representation, and a system
which does potsess one or more such models is
practically a conscious entity, I think you would
have g"eat difficulty in distinguishing its
behavious from those of a conseious being.
Maybe this is the way, at lesst I've suggested that
this might be the way to charaeterize those
materi&l systems which are organisms from those
material systems which are not, namely the
cepability of genecating and deploying predictive
models whieh pull the future into the present and
allow the organism to modify its present behaviouf
on the basis of a predicted future.

David Caylqyr
This statement of Dr. Rosen's is a virtual
manifesto for a new science, a seience whose
stirrings are already beginning to be felt. The
scientific revolution devitalized nature in order to
build up a simple system of workable laws, Today,
it is onee again becoming evident that nature
abounds with meaning and pupose, The
importance of this, from my perspective in this
program, is that it eliminates the division between
human and non-human nature whieh was so much a
part of qlpssigal science. Nature as seen by
science is no longer an a.lien world of blind
mechanical forees. it is alive. as we are. and
operates sccording to the same principles that we
do.

Science was born in the West under the name of
natural philosophy. Today, in common English, the



terms seienee and philosophy have virtually
opposite meanings. But in this century, philosophy
has been ereeping back into seience through the
back door. One of the best known examoles is in
the fieid of quantum mechanies, where physies
first eame upon what appeared to be a6solute
limitations on human knowledge. These
limitations were recognized by physicists Niels
Bohr and Werner Heisenberg in the so-called
standard interpre tation of quantum mechanics.

Iain Sterart
In classical physics, we used to talk about, and stiU
do, about a physical reality that science
investigates. In the standard interpretation of
quantum meehanics, you have a system that is
being observed, and you have a mode or means of
making an observation, And what Bohr and
Heisenberg emphasized is that when you use the
word physical reality or the expression physieal
reality, you must be referring to the system under
observation together with the means by which the
observation is undertaken, inseparably. You
eannot separate the two, We can only talk about
nature as she is observed. One can out this in the
form of what appears to be a paradoxical
statement, namely, that itls impossible for any
observation to reveal what ehs.raeter nature might
have when it is not observed. One of the results of
this is that we now have to make a distinetion
between empirieal reality, which is what Bernard
DrEspagnat has ealled "reality referred to man."
That is, by empirical reality we mean those
aspects of nature that we have an experience of
through an experiment, through a meesufement,
through an observation. And against this, we have
to introduee the notion of a primitive reality that
we might think of as existing independently of
human obsefvers. What quantum mechanics says
is that we canrt say anything about that primitive
reality. As a result, we have to see science in two
different roles. First of all, the theories of
seience eonstitute systems of knowle@e about
empirieal reality, and then seeondly, they
constitute systems of belief about a primitive
reaiity. So we have to distinguish between
scientifie knowledge that we can assert on the
basis of direet experienee, and systems of belief
which ean only eome into existenee on the basis of
inductions we make from empirical lcrowle@e.
Now, that distinction is fundamental in
eontemporary science, but it didn't exist before
quentum mechanics.

David Cayley
The aeknowledgement of a primitive reality
beyond the reaeh of experimental observation
forces a new humility on scienee and opens up a
new role for philosophy. it was in this spirit that
Sir James Jeans once noted that the creat
aehievement of modern physies was nelther
relativity nor quantum theory, but the reeognition
that seienee is not in contact with ultimate
reality. Philosophy enters contemporary science
in other ways as well. lain Stewert, for example,
has identified the role of whet he e.clls primitives
in physieal theory. These are the terms which
define the theory, but themselves remain
undefined.

Iain Sterart
It does seem to me that there are amazingly
widespread indications that the prirnitive
eoncepts have an effect on the meaning of the
theories that we eommonly overlook. We ean give
a mathematieal definition of a partieular type -several partieular types-of order or partieular
types of randomness, but therets no mathematical
definition of randomness itself. There's no
mathematical definition of ofder itself. And in
that respect, itrs very interesting and I think
important to bear in mind that while eaeh of the
Iaws of physics describes a pa.rtic,rlar kind of
otder, there is no physicai theory of order itself.
And perhaps one of the underlying sources ol the
eoneeptual diffieulties we now faee is that very
absence in physics of a theory of order, of
organization, of how it eomes to be ereated and
maintained in the universe. We have reeipes for
particular kinds of order, but not a general theofy
of order itself.

David Cayfcy
Ian Stewartts point is again well illustrated from
the ease of guantum meehanics. The formal
mathematics of the theory eonstitutes no more
than what Dr. Stewart eal)s a I'recipe.rt To say
what the theory means still requires
interpretation, and this must be done in ordinary,
informal tanguag€. For theoretical physicist
David Bohm, this highlights the importance of
eommunieation in the scientifie process. He cites
the eautionary example of Niels Bohf and Albert
Einstein, who could never agree on the correct
interpretation of quantum mechanies.

David Bohm
Sinee science is communication. a failure of
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communieation mey be very serious. For exemDle.
there was a faiiure of communication of Bohr and
Einstein. You see, Bohr had one view of what truth
is, Einstein another. They were very good friends
in the beginning, but they kept on disagreeing, and
all they eou-id do was repeat their positiors
without a real dialogue. Neither of them eould
negotiate or eonsider the other person's oosition
seriously and try to move on from therl. so it
ended up they had nothing to say to each other.
And in faet, once they were both at princeton

lggetner at the Institute for Advanced Study, and
Herman Weil thought it was a pity they weren,t
talking to each other, so he invited both of them
and their students to a party. Einstein and his
students stayed et one end of the room and Bohr
and his at the other because they had nothing to
say. Therefore communieation is essential to the
very strueture of scienee. Now, the informal
Ianguage plays a very big part. Bohr and Einstein
didnrt disagree about the mathematics, they both
agreed tlat it was right, but they disagreed on the
informal language. Now, since eommunication is
essential here, any change in the informal
Ianguage is going to have a profound effeet. you
see, people tend to have very powerful strong
opinions on the informal language and hold to them
and really get angry about them or disturbed, or
else they will simply hold to them so thoroughly
they don't even talk to each other. This informa-l
Iarguage is not just in the field of physics, but it
affects the whole motivation of the oerson verv
profoundly if he takes physics seriously, and hi;
whole being is affeeted by it. You see, itrs not just
a teehnical question. Therefore the ability to
ehange the informal language requires a eharge in
the being of the physicist. You see, we are all
tfained to stick to our basic informal assumotions
about the nature of reaiity. I mean, people iind it
extremely hard to ehange them when they are
questioned, physieists ineluded, and the ability to
change these would be a profound ehange in human
nature,

David Cayley
For David Bohm, any scientifie theory is rooted in
a world view whieh neeessarily involves the whole
being of the scientist, Seience is thus a thoroughly
philosophieal aetivity. The problem, as Robert
Rosen points out, is that scientists have not alwavs
wished to reeognize this.

Robert Rosen
We have been in some sense in science much too

limited in the things that we wou.ld allow into our
world. Our philosophical basis has been too
narrow. Itrs always been said that the philosophy
of scienee is the philosophy of physies. I think tial
is going to ehange radicaliy in the next 50 years,
Ifs already beginning to happen. With this change,
this shift away from the idea of a simple
meehanism and the idea that everything arises out
of wheels turning within wheels, we are going to
come to a much more holistie, mueh more oDen
pieture of the behaviour of thines in the wor]d. We
are eoming baek to what was th; idea of a naturfl
philosophy. In Aristotle's time or even in the l?th
or 16th eentury, there w8s no big distinction
between physics and biology and mathematics,
philosophy - it was all one. And the person
interested in why things were what they were was
a natural philosopher. Whether he took a
theologieal point of view, philosophieal or more
what we would call now a scientific ooint of view.
people could talk to each other then, t think with
the shift away from this physical paradigm, the
idea of mechanism, the idea of reduetionism, I
really think that philosophy and theology, the wqy
we look at ourselves, the way we look at our
societies, will also have to ehange radic&Uy, The
telos will beeome once again, I think, a central
ingredient in trying to understand snd trying to
control, manipulate ourselves and our soeial
structures. And basically tha s what philosophy is
for, thatts what theology is for, and scienee is the
tool, or has been thought of as the tool which
ellgeTs 16ou things to be done properiy, We
haven't done it very well, partly because we've
been so bound by these ideas of meehanism and
partieular ways of system deseription. But as I
say, biology is going to foree this to change. It's
already forcing it to change. Physics will change,
and with it, I think, natural philosophy wiII re-
emerge as one whole thing, not fragmented up into
Iittle bits and pieces, all trying to imitate physics.

David Cayfey
In the first half of tonight's program, I have tried
to present evidenee that science has begun to
move beyond the meehanical philosophy to which
it owed its first successes. I have been able to do
that, of eourse, by earefully seleeting voices from
a small vanguard. But the changes, I believe, are
potential.ly there, Seienee is moving towards a
world view which is more humble, more unified,
more philosophical and more at home with
complexity. But what of religion, the other ha_lf of
my theme? In the first proglam of this series, I



argued that religion played I very majof role in
shaping clossieal seienee. That argument is
briefly sum marized in this statement by physicist
David Bohm.

David Bolrm
The present form of science is due in l,ape
measure to a peeuliar alliance between theol{1
and scienee durirg the 17th eentury, when
theologians felt it neeessarlr to defend themselves
against various views like Rosierueianism and
ai_ehe my and magic, which sort of gave vitality and
life to matter. They wanted to say that onty CoA
had it, and matter was dead and mechanieal.
ereated by God. Only man would have spirit. This
tied up with the interest of scientists in developing
a mechanistie explanation, so they sort of divided
the field and said seience ean deal with
mechanism, and God is beyond all that, possibly
the human spirit is beyond it. But as scienee
developed, it grBdually began to ineorporate the
aress that religion had set off for itseU, so that
gradually it began to make the whole aim of
reLgion implausible. And I think thatts where we
are in the r,todern era.

David Cayley
The original aecommodation between science and
Christian theology, that peeuliar alliance, as
David Bohm cFtlq iti was based on the doctrine of
the two books - the book of seripture and the book
of nature, both authofed by God, but each
requiring independent investigation by
independent means. As Dr. Philip Hefner of the
Lutheran Sehool of Theology in Chicago argues, it
was Ln anangement chosen by the theologiars as
much as by the scientists.

Philip Hefner
Theological leaders steadfastly refused to aacept
the faet that seience makes a difference for
theoiogieal understandings, that it feally does
rnake a difference. The two books theorv does not
allow seienee to make a differenee for theology,
or viee versa. It's pert of that eompartmentalizing
accommodation that I think we've made which still
sta.nds as the most influential wav of
understanding religion and scienee today; both
among religious people end among non-religious
people.

David Cayley
The idea of the two books initially led to a very
vital natural theology. The study of nature was

corEidered by both scientists and amateur
naturalists to be a pious activity, and in the
intricate maehinery of the natural world, both
t'ound sure evidenee of the ereator.s designing
hand. But science, meanwhile, continuet tJ
improve its capaeity to aceount for things in
purely meehanieal and naturalistie terms,
Religion was thus driven away from nature and
towards a view of sa-ivation as a proeess occurring
outside of the world. The result, aecording to
Father Thomas Berry, was an undue emphasis on
the idea of fall and redemption.

Fatlrcr Ttomas Ber4r
This has to do with a sense of the world as
sornething that needs to be redeemed, that there is
a pe.vasive guilt from which the human needs to
be redeemed and that redemption is the primary
objective of religion. Well, this again leaves a
person without interest in the world, the world is
Iooked upon a.s under a eondemnation and
therefore itts difficult to get that interested in the
world if you believe that we need to be saved out
of the world rather thsn to enter into the dynamics
of the world. So my suggestion is that we move
more into a crestionist position, that perhaps we
put the Bible on tie shelf for 20 years and begin to
read the scripture of the natural world and enter
into the dynamies of the natural world. Because
the primary scripture, the primsry revelation, the
primary divine manifestation is the natural world.
And verbal revelation follows on the revelatory
impact of the natural world, and to enter into this
creativity that's taking place in the natural worid
or throughout the universe is the primary elemer,t
in what I would call the religious life.

Devid Cayfey
The creativity of nature, of eourse, was precisely
what classieel science was unable to recognize, In
league with a theology bent on establishing the
omnipotenee of God, seienee turned natur€ into
mindless meehanism. The world was at most a
stage on whieh the divine drama of fall and
redemption was played, It had no intrirsic
significance.

Philip Hefm
What significanee does the world have to God?
That really is one of the most interesting questions
I ean ask my theological students, because most of
them hsve not thought about it and it's diffieult.
What signifieance does the world have to God?
Now, traditionally the attitude has been weil, God
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loves the w0tld so mueh that God sent Jesus
Christ, but God really doesnrt need the world. It's
populaf, to quote the Westminster Confessions,
which says I would giadly burn to the glory of God,
or the view that many people hold that life on this
earth really is only a test, end depending on what
grade you get on the test, you go to heaven or you
go to heII. That takes the cosmos seriously in one
sense. It says life is real, life is earnest and the
grave is not its goal, but it doesn't really take the
cosmos seriously as having any intrinsie worth or
making a difference. And I think that that perhaps
is one of the mr)st impoftant intelleetual and
spiritual trends that we see in the last couole of
hundred years. nameiy that werre not content to
say that this world and worldly life is insignificant.
We're not contetrt to sav it doesntt make a
diflerence.

David Cayley
So what are the irnplications for theology of a
world that makes e. difference? For Philio Hefner.
it involves first of all taking seienee seri6usly, and
that means theologians must refleet on the
cosmological process as science discovers it.

Philip Hefner
We have to considrlr that the proeess itself must be
rmportant to God. Another way of saying that is to
say the process itr;elf must be given a theological
interpretation. If there is ultirnacy, if theie is
ultimate value, then the ultimate value is in the
cosmic process. lAre really don't have any sense
that there is another space we go to - our souls fly
to another area, and thBt is the loeation of
ultimate values. 'i{hatever salvation there is for
us in the future has to be interpreted as our
participation in the future of the universe. If vou
want to put it tnis way, we are part of ihe
salvation of the radiation that emerged at t minus
43 seconds after the big bang. Homo sapiens on
planet earth is the future and perhaps part of the
redemption of pcevious forms in the evolutionarv
pfoeess. Now, we'ee talking about l6 billion years
ago, so we should be quite ready to flip forward 16
billion years and s{ry th€ redemption that we have
will. be worked outt in the future of the process.
And therers no ceason to believe that the Droeess
ever ends in a Iiteral sense. I mean, why should
this cosmic proce!;s end, especially if you think
theters some merit to the theories that this is not
the first of the universes, but that there has been a
succession of universes. Why would it? There can

be an end. You know, end means two things. End
means fundamentsl purpose or goal, a-nd end
means termination point. People who believe in
God believe there is an "end" in the sense of soal.
and fundamental meaning. I don't see that wi're
necessarily obligated to believe that there is a
termination, and redemption and salvation will be
interpreted in ways that are consistent with that
understanding.

David Cayley
The ettempt to interpret physeia-l eosmolcgy in
theological terms leads in the direction of what
Father Thomas Becry calls "the new story,tr the
scientific history of the universe reeounted in the
spirit of rnyth.

Father Ttomas Berry
It seems to me that the various cultures of the
world are founded basieaUy in some story of the
cosmoa, a story of how the worid carne to be in the
first plaee, and thenhow it eame tobe as it is. And
ultimately, namative is our way into
intelligibility. Even science culminates in
narrative-in the story of the universe, So if a
person were to try to identify what scienee has
achieved in the simplest terms, it wou-ld be the
discovery of the new story of the universe known
by empirical observation.

David Cayley
What has been the consequence of our failure to
see science as myth?

Pather Thomas Berrlr
We[ when we fail to see the mythie aspeet of
science, then we began to get a mechanistie
approach to the universe, end to end up in
meaninglessness. So that the scientists are
beginning to discover the mythie aspeet of what
they're doing, snd this is a great moment in the
whole development of the scientific
understanding, The basic idea now as regards the
scientific investigation is that it's an interaction
of the subjeetivity of mind and the objective
world, and that these are interacting with eaeh
other and pfoducing something that we call
science or we cdl klowledge. But the seientists
have beeome aware of the faet that their
knowledge is at least as much subjective as
objective.

Ilavid &y'f€y
For Tom BeFy, what science has finally aehieved



is of fundernontal religious signifienneo. In telling
the new story of thc universe, science in effeet
provides the ritual context for future religious
celebrstion.

Fatlrcr tltomas Berty
The planet itseU provides the primary ritual. The
universe is ritual celebration, so we don't have to
invent the celebration, we have to enter into it,
and aU religions ordered their ritual according to
the liturgy of the universe. So dl I'm suggesting is
that we go back to original experience whieh is the
comprehensive experienee of all peoples. But we
now need to add to seasonal eelebration. we need
to eelebrate historical moments in the emergent
evolutionary process, like the shaping of the sun,
like the origin of the planet earth or the moment
when life was born. We've nevef celebrated,
beeause we never knew how these things came into
being. Now we know, we should eelebrate them.
Origin moments are saere<i moments. Thatrs why
we eelebrate birthdays, and we should eelebrate
the birthday of life, the appearanee of Iife in its
elementary form. We should celebrate the birth of
the planet, we shou.ld eelebrate the birth of the
flowem. The flowers we know now, pretty weU,
when flowers eame into being. The ftrower
revolution - it was a whole revolution of the
whole earth, when flowers came into being about a
hundred million years ago. There were no
angiosperms before that. And when the fl,owers
came, then the ferns retreated beek on to the
margins and the flowers took over. And except for
the flowers, the flowering things that had seeds
and protein foods, humans could never have been
born. Flowers were essential for humans to be
born. We donrt celebrate it, though. Why not? It
eertain-ly is a stupendous religious event. So our
s€nse of religion has been so attenuated t}lat we
don't even respond to the most elementary and
most powerful modes in whieh religious
experience takes place. So all I suggest is that we
recover our religious sensitivities. If we do that,
then all our problems are solved.

David Cayley
So far in tonightrs program, we have examined the
possible glounds for a reeonciliation between
religion end science. But it is not finally religion
and science which need to be unified. it is the
individual human being who experienees a eonlUet
between them. Tonightrs program concludes,
therefore, with refleetions on this theme bv Dr.
Jecob Needleman, a teacher of philosophy ai San

Franeiseo State University and Df. Ravi Ravindra
of the department of religion at Dalhousie
University. First, Dr. Needleman.

Jacob Needleman
First of &ll, when we say science snd religion,
again, let's emphasize that we have to know what
werre referring to. There are many kinds of things
called science, and there are many kinds of things
called religion. Just putting it bluntly, there is
just as mueh strpid seience as there is stupid
relig'ion, and stupid science and stupid religion can
never harmonize with each other. Thatrs one of
the reasons why theyrre stupid. But real science, a
science that is based on sensitivity and objectivity
in a deeper serse of the term, and real religion,
which comes out of & souree of great knowledge
and undeBtanding, are dealing, sometimes you
could say they are dealing with different aspects
of the whole of reality. Science sometimes can be
said - Irm not thinking now of stupid scienee, but
science sometimes is interested only in the
material aspeet of something, without claiming
that that's the whole of it. When itrs doing that,
it's fine. It's saying the body of man is related to
the body of animals in this partieular
eonfigurstion, ard so forth and so on, and we have
evidence over the period of time that x anirnal
came before y animal, and then there appears
man. I dontt think in principle therers anything to
argue against that. But if they then clsim that
that is what we mean by marq then itrs becoming
stupid science. Religion is speaking in a different
kind of larguage very often. It's speaking
symbolically, it's speaking imagistically, it's
speaking in a language that touches the heart and
feelitg of tlre mind ard not just the computef part
of the mind. And in that serse, if you follow me so
far, we are speaking about two parts of ttre mind
again. And those parts of the mind, the pa.|t that
needs to organize external data thrcugh theories
called knowledge, through the information
received, that pert of th€ mind is very necessary
to functioning in a physieal world, and science is
damn good at letting us function at least on a Iocd
level But therers another part of the mind that
has to do with integrating the whole of myself and
moving me towards some higher thing cai.led God.
Science and rcligion in that sense can only be
really integrated when those parts of ourselves are
integrated. You eannot integrate science and
religion externally through new theodes, through
new philosophi€. You can only integrate those
two impulses by integratfug their fimctions within



oneseU and that is the job of a real spiritual
diseipline.

Ravi Ravin&a
It is reelly always in the single human soul, which
is the locus, appropriate and proper locus for any
reeonciliation whether it's science and religion oi
harmony of our own different parts - our feelings
say something, ouf mind says something, the body
ssys something - or whethef it's the coming
together of the major aspirations of a eulture. All
of this in fact really takes place only when these
things are not eonsidered abstractly, as science is
saying something, religion is saying something.
The moment we eonsider them abstraeflv.
immediately we begin to telk about certain
religious ideas, and we compare and contrast them
with scientifie ideas. Those are mere
abstractions. The fundamental issue is how do
these affeet a given human being in his
concfeteness, a human being who has seientific
aspirations and who also h8s philosophieal ideas,
who a-lso has oecasionally, or sometimes more
seriously, - questions about the meaning and
pu?ose of his own life, his destiny. Then one sees
that the wholeness that one is really talking about
is the integrity of man.

Lister Sinclair
Religion and the New Scienee was written and
prcsented by David Cayley. Technical operations
were by Bri,an Hill. Production by JilI Eisen with
the assistanee of Alison Moss.

The executive producer of Ideas is Bernie Lueht
and I'm Lister Sinclair. Good night.
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